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1. Summary of Salient Data and Conclusions 

The Virginia Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau ("VBCVB") engaged HVS 
Convention, Sports, and Entertainment Facilities Consulting (“HVS”) to conduct a 
Market Study of a proposed convention center headquarters hotel (“Proposed 
Hotel”). The site’s location has not been finalized but will be proximate to the 
Virginia Beach Convention Center (“VBCC”). For the purpose of this study HVS 
assumes the property will open on July 1, 2021, and will feature a 400-room full-
service hotel a restaurant, a lounge, a coffee shop, 37,400 square feet of meeting 
space, a pool, a whirlpool, an exercise room, a business center, a gift shop, and a 
guest laundry room. The hotel would also include back-of-the-house space 
necessary to support full-service hotel operations.  

The term “headquarters” is given to a hotel, which serves as the one in the center 
of operations for an event occurring in the City’s convention center. This hotel 
typically dedicates the largest room block to the event, sometimes devoting up to 
90% of its rooms during the peak day(s) of the convention event. The 
headquarters property also serves the food and beverage needs of the group 
(outside of those held in the VBCC) at receptions, lunches, and dinners. While the 
VBCC provides food for large-scale exhibits and meetings, the Proposed Hotel 
would support ancillary meetings and pre- and post-group events. 

The Proposed Hotel would feature one of the larger room counts and ballrooms in 
the market. The most prominent brands for a convention headquarters hotel 
include Hyatt, Hilton, Marriott, Starwood’s Westin, and Sheraton brands, Gaylord, 
Omni, Loews, and Peabody. 

This study employs the methodology illustrated in the figure below. 

Subject of the 
Market Study 

Methodology 
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FIGURE 1-1 
HOTEL MARKET STUDY METHODOLOGY 

Research Potential 
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Comparable Hotel 
Operating Data

Proposed Headquarters 
Hotel Market Penetration

Occupancy and ADR 
Forecasts by Market 

Segment

Estimate of Proposed 
Headquarters Hotel 
Financial Operations

Market ADR and 
Occupancy Estimates

Inflation and Market 
Growth Assumptions

Economic Indicators

Competitive Set Analysis

Induced Demand

Unaccommodated 
Demand

Room Supply Changes

 

HVS 1) analyzed the historical performance of a competitive set of hotels, 
2) estimated the amounts of induced and unaccommodated demand in the market, 
and 3) researched potential changes in room supply. Based on these hotel market 
trends and economic and demographic indicators of future changes in hotel 
demand, HVS projected the future performance of a competitive set of hotel 
properties. Through a market penetration analysis, we estimated the average daily 
room rate and occupancy of the Proposed Hotel in each of three market 
segments—commercial, meeting & group, and leisure. An estimate of average daily 
room rates and occupancies generates a projection of room revenues, which, when 
combined with the operating data on comparable hotels, yields a ten-year estimate 
of financial operations. 

The methodology used to develop this study is based on the market research and 
valuation techniques set forth in the textbooks authored by Hospitality Valuation 
Services for the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and the Appraisal 
Institute, entitled The Valuation of Hotels and Motels,1  Hotels, Motels and 

                                                             
1 Stephen Rushmore, The Valuation of Hotels and Motels. (Chicago: American Institute of 
Real Estate Appraisers, 1978). 
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Restaurants: Valuations and Market Studies,2  The Computerized Income Approach 
to Hotel/Motel Market Studies and Valuations,3  Hotels and Motels: A Guide to 
Market Analysis, Investment Analysis, and Valuations,4 and Hotels and Motels – 
Valuations and Market Studies.5  All information was collected and analyzed by the 
staff of HVS Convention, Sports & Entertainment Facilities Consulting. 

The effective date of the report is June 20, 2018. Catherine Sarrett and Brian Harris 
inspected the VBCC, and possible sites for the Proposed Hotel on February 22, 
2018. 

The ownership of the Proposed Hotel was not determined as of the date of this 
study. The Proposed Hotel would be on a site adjacent to the VBCC and built on 
land owned by the VBCC. The site would be leased on a long-term basis to the 
ownership of the Proposed Hotel for a $1 a year. 

Details pertaining to management terms were not yet determined at the time of 
this report; however, we assume that the Proposed Hotel will be managed by a 
professional hotel-operating company, with fees deducted at rates consistent with 
current market standards. We have assumed a market-appropriate total 
management fee of 3.0% of total revenues in our study.  

A brand has not been selected for the Proposed Hotel, and the terms of the 
franchise agreement have not been determined. For purposes of this study a 
franchse fee of 5.00% of gross room revenues and 3.00% of food and beverage 
sales, plus a 4.00% of gross room revenues program fee has been included in the 
expenses of operation.  

The following figure provides a long-term perspective on the supply and demand 
trends for a set of competitive hotels selected by HVS, with data provided by STR. 
Smith Travel Research (“STR”) is an independent research firm that compiles data 
on the lodging industry. HVS selected these hotels based on their potential to 
compete with the Proposed Hotel. 

                                                             
2 Stephen Rushmore, Hotels, Motels and Restaurants: Valuations and Market Studies. 
(Chicago: American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 1983). 
3 Stephen Rushmore, The Computerized Income Approach to Hotel/Motel Market Studies and 
Valuations. (Chicago: American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 1990). 
4 Stephen Rushmore, Hotels and Motels: A Guide to Market Analysis, Investment 
Analysis, and Valuations (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 1992). 
5 Stephen Rushmore and Erich Baum, Hotels and Motels – Valuations and Market Studies. 
(Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2001). 

Pertinent Dates 

Ownership, Franchise, 
and Management  
Assumptions 

Summary of Hotel 
Market Trends 
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FIGURE 1-2 
HISTORICAL COMPETITIVE HOTELS TRENDS 
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Source: STR 

Revenue per available room, (“RevPAR”) is a common hotel industry performance 
metric, calculated by multiplying the occupancy rate by ADR and provides a 
combined measure of rate and occupancy. The competitive hotels have shown 
consistent growth in RevPAR from 2014 through 2017. 

The following figure reflects our estimates of operating data for hotels in the 
primary and secondary competitors for the years 2015 through 2017.  

FIGURE 1-3 
WEIGHTED HISTORICAL SUPPLY, DEMAND, AND PRICE (2015 – 2017) 

Year
Accommodated 

Room Nights
Room Nights 

Available 

Competitive 
Hotels 

Occupancy

Competitive 
Hotels ADR

Competitive 
Hotels RevPAR

Amount
2015 514,000 766,000 67.1% $147.63 $99.06
2016 524,000 766,000 68.4% $151.73 $103.79
2017 586,000 856,000 68.5% $154.00 $105.42

Percent Change
2016 1.9% 0.0% 1.9% 2.8% 4.8%
2017 11.8% 11.7% 0.1% 1.5% 1.6%

 

Since 2015, accommodated room nights increased by 14%, while the number of 
available room nights increased by 11.7%. As a result, market occupancy increased 
(2%) during the same period. Average daily room rate grew (4.3%) since 2015. 
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The combined effect of changes in occupancy and ADR caused RevPAR to grow 
(6.4%) over the three-year period analyzed here. 

HVS also analyzed the recent changes in the competitive hotels over the last 12 
months as reported to STR.  

FIGURE 1-4 
UNWEIGHTED HISTORICAL 12 MONTH DEMAND TRENDS 

Month
Occupied 

Room Nights
Prior Year Change Percentage

Feb-17 47,660 44,252 3,408 7.7%
Mar-17 66,535 61,858 4,677 7.6%
Apr-17 75,322 68,683 6,639 9.7%
May-17 79,814 70,621 9,193 13.0%
Jun-17 90,375 75,263 15,112 20.1%
Jul-17 94,243 85,075 9,168 10.8%
Aug-17 93,329 83,306 10,023 12.0%
Sep-17 79,434 69,919 9,515 13.6%
Oct-17 80,249 65,727 14,522 22.1%
Nov-17 64,375 57,893 6,482 11.2%
Dec-17 52,487 45,503 6,984 15.3%
Jan-18 52,945 46,820 6,125 13.1%

12 Month Total 876,768 774,920 101,848 13.1%
 

Source: STR 

Demand within the competitive set showed very strong growth over the last 12 
months. A major factor in the increase in demand is the opening of the Hilton 
Norfolk The Main and the Hyatt House Virginia Beach in 2017. The properties are 
included in the competitive set. 

To forecast the occupancy of the Proposed Hotel, HVS performed a market 
penetration analysis of three market segments. The following figure summarizes 
estimates of accommodated room night demand by market segment, assuming the 
Proposed Hotel begins operation on July 1 2021. 

Most Recent Twelve 
Months Demand  

Summary of Forecast 
Occupancy and 
Average Rate 
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FIGURE 1-5 
PROPOSED HOTEL 

FISCAL YEAR ESTIMATED ROOM NIGHT ABSORPTION BY MARKET SEGMENT  
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

Available Room Nights 146,000 146,000 146,000 146,000

Absorption by Segment
Commercial 18,100 19,400 20,000 20,000
Meeting and Group 48,500 53,900 57,100 58,400
Leisure 20,600 22,500 23,500 23,600

Total Absorption 87,200 95,800 100,600 102,000

Projected Occupancy 60% 66% 69% 70%

Percent Segmentation
Commercial 21% 20% 20% 20%
Meeting and Group 56% 56% 57% 57%
Leisure 24% 23% 23% 23%  

The Proposed Hotel will open on July 1, 2021, and take four years to stabilize. In a 
stabilized year of demand, the property could absorb room nights and achieve a 
stabilized occupancy level of 70%. 

The extensive meeting space, the largest amount in the local market, would allow 
the property to attract meeting and group with an above market average daily rate 
(“ADR”). In positioning the ADR, we also consider the full-service product, new 
construction, adjacency to the VBCC and Sports Center, expected strong brand, and 
near beach location. We positioned the ADR in the base year 2017 at $150.00.  

This rate would grow with inflation and in proportion to the rate growth in the 
competitive set. The positioned ADR is before the discount of 3% in 2021/22, and 
1% in 2022/23 as the hotel is stabilizing in the market. The figure below compares 
the estimated average daily rate of the Proposed Hotel with that of the competitive 
hotels for fiscal years starting July 1.  
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FIGURE 1-6 
FISCAL YEAR COMPETITIVE HOTELS & PROPOSED HOTEL AVERAGE RATE FORECAST 

Base Year 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
Competitive Hotels 154.00 159.04 163.02 167.09 171.27 175.55 179.94 184.44
Proposed Hotel 150.00 154.90 158.77 162.74 161.80 169.27 175.25 179.63

Competitive Hotels Proposed Hotel

  

HVS supports its estimates of revenue and expense levels using comparable 
operations or trends specific to this market. The following figure presents the HVS 
forecast of income and expense for a stabilized year of operation. 

Summary of Forecast 
Income and Expense 
Statement 
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FIGURE 1-7 
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS IN THE STABILIZED YEAR (2024/25) 

STATISTICS
Number of Rooms 400

Occupied Room Nights 102,200
Occupancy 70%

Average Rate $179.63
RevPAR $125.74

$000
% of 

Gross
Operating Revenue

Rooms $18,358 63.6%
Food 8,609 29.8%
Beverage 1,230 4.3%
Other Operated Departments 492 1.7%
Miscel laneous  Income 154 0.5%

Total Operating Revenues $28,843 100%

Departmental Expense*
Rooms $4,222 23.0%
Food & Beverage 6,494 66.0%
Other Operated Departments 320 65.0%

  Total Expenses $11,036 38.3%

Departmental Income $17,807 61.7%

Undistributed Operating Expense
Adminis trative & Genera l $2,070 7.2%
Marketing 2,166 7.5%
Franchise Fee 1,947 6.8%
Prop. Operations  & Maint. 1,059 3.7%
Uti l i ties 1,203 4.2%
Info & Telecom Systems 265 0.9%

Total Expense $8,711 30.2%
Gross House Profit $9,096 31.5%

Management Fee 865 3.0%

Income Before Non-Opr. Inc. & Exp. $8,231 28.5%

Non-Operating Income & Expense
Property Taxes $721 2.5%
Insurance 241 0.8%
Reserve for Replacement 1,154 4.0%

Total Expense 2,115 7.3%
EBITDA Less Reserve $6,115 21.2%

0.0%
*Departmental expense ratios are calculated as a percentage of 
departmental revenue.  
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The Proposed Hotel is expected to stabilize at a profitable level. Please refer to the 
Projection of Income and Expense for the Proposed Hotel chapter of our report for 
a detailed explanation of the methodology used in deriving this forecast.  

An extraordinary assumption is one which relates directly to the subject hotel 
development and which, if found to be false, could alter our opinions or 
conclusions. Extraordinary assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain 
information about physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject 
property, or about conditions external to the property such as market conditions 
or trends, or about the integrity of data used in an analysis. An extraordinary 
assumption may be used in the analysis only if it is required to develop credible 
options and conclusions; a reasonable basis exists for the assumption, use of the 
extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis. HVS discloses the use of 
any extraordinary assumption. 

In addition to the normal hotel development assumptions that would apply to any 
hotel, the projections of the subject hotel’s occupancy and rates are dependent on 
a few extraordinary assumptions.  

• The Proposed Hotel is built at a site proximate to the VBCC. 

• The Sports Center is opened by April 2020 and would induce a total of 90,900 
room nights into the total Virginia Beach market including hotel outside of the 
competitive set. 

Our analysis does not address unforeseeable events that could alter the proposed 
project and the market conditions reflected in the analyses; we assume that no 
significant changes, other than those anticipated and explained in this report, 
would take place from the date of inspection to the date of this report. Our findings 
are subject to all the assumptions and limiting conditions described herein. The 
reader should contact the authors with any questions after reading the report. 

Extraordinary 
Assumptions  
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2. Description of the Site and Neighborhood 

The suitability of the land for the operation of a lodging facility is an important 
consideration affecting the economic viability of a property and its ultimate 
marketability. The site for the Proposed Hotel will be proximate to the VBCC. The 
specific site was not selected as of the date of this study. The key site 
characteristics that affect the viability of a hotel property include its capacity to 
accommodate the project, accessibility, visibility, and supporting road and utility 
infrastructure.  

The ownership of the Proposed Hotel was not determined as of the date of this 
study. The property could be managed by a brand operator or an independent 
third-party hotel operator. For purposed of this study, we have assumed the 
property would enter into a franchise agreement with a national brand and 
contract with a third-party manager. The Proposed Hotel would be marketed by 
hotel staff, through brand marketing services, and the VBCC. 

Destination appeal is a critical factor in choosing a site. Facilities alone do not 
create a competitive advantage. The vitality of the neighborhood surrounding a 
hotel creates destination appeal. 

The site will be proximate to the VBCC, which is illustrated in the following map.  

Ownership, Franchise, 
and Management  
Assumptions 

Site 
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VIEW OF THE VBCC 

 

The site provides good regional access. A variety of regional routes serve in the 
Proposed Hotel's market, as illustrated on the following map. 

REGIONAL ACCESS  

 

Access and Visibility 
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Interstate 264/22nd Street and Norfolk Virginia Beach Expressway provide 
excellent access to the site, as illustrated on the following map. 

LOCAL ACCESS 

 

The VBCC did not inform HVS of any site-specific nuisances or hazards at the 
proposed sites, and there were no visible signs of toxic ground contaminants at the 
time of our inspection. Because we are not experts in this field, we do not warrant 
the absence of hazardous waste and urge the reader to obtain an independent 
analysis of these factors. 

According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency map illustrated below, 
the proposed sites are in flood zone x. 

Nuisances  
and Hazards 

Flood Zone 
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COPY OF FLOOD MAP AND COVER 

 

The flood zone definition for the x designation is as follows: The areas of minimal 
flood hazard, which are the areas outside the Special Flood Hazard Area and 
higher than the elevation of the 0.2-percent-annual-chance flood, are labeled Zone 
C or Zone X. 

According to the local planning office, the subject property is zoned as follows: RT-
3 - Resort Tourist District, which allows for most commercial uses, including small 
office complexes, retail centers, service industries, and hotels and motels. We 
assume that all necessary permits and approvals will be secured (including 
appropriate liquor license if applicable) and that the subject property will be 
constructed in accordance with local zoning ordinances, building codes, and all 
other applicable regulations. The local zoning requires a minimum of one parking 
space per hotel room. Our zoning analysis should be verified before the start of 
construction at the site. 

The Federal Aviation administration (“FAA”) issued a notice on the height of 
allowed development during the prior study of a headquarters hotel at the VBCC. 
The FAA stated that development near the VBCC may not exceed 110 feet above 
ground, as shown below.  

Zoning 

Height Restriction 
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FAA – NOTICE OF PRESUMED HAZARD – HEIGTH RESTRICTION 

 

The City may seek an update from the FAA concerning the height restriction. The 
City may also seek relief from this interpretation and will serve as an active 
participant along with the developer in seeking a final height determination from 
the FAA. For the purposes of this study, we assume that the design of the building 
will conform to FAA standards. 

We are not aware of any easements attached to the possible sites that would 
significantly affect the utility of the property or marketability of this project. 

The quality of a lodging facility's physical improvements has a direct influence on 
marketability, occupancy, and average room rate. The design and functionality of 
the structure can also affect operating efficiency and overall profitability. 

HVS assumes that the hotel will be full-service and with the finish typical of a first-
class, convention headquarters hotel. The hotel is expected to be of high quality, 
conforming at a minimum to the brand specific guidelines set forth by the chosen 
brand. Our forecast assumes that the property will be maintained in a competitive 
condition, undergoing regular renovations of soft goods and case goods funded 
primarily by a reserve for replacement. 

For this analysis, we assume that the Proposed Hotel would be financed sometime 
in 2019 and after a two year design and construction period, the hotel would open 
on July 1, 2021. 

The following figure shows the features of the Proposed Hotel. 

Easements and 
Encroachments 

Description of the 
Proposed Hotel 
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FIGURE 2-1 
PROPOSED HOTEL FACILITIES 

Guestroom Configuration
Number of 

Units

Kings 150
Queen/Queen 234
Suites 16
Tota l  (ADA-Compl iant Rooms per Loca l  Code) 400

Food & Beverage Facilities
Seating 

Capacity

Ful l -Service Restaurant including Private Dining 160
Lounge 60
Coffee Shop 20

Indoor Meeting & Banquet Facilities
Meeting 

Space

Grand Bal l room divis ible into Meeting Space 16,000
Junior Ba l l room divis ible into Meeting Space 8,000
Meeting Space 12,000
Boardrooms 1,400

Tota l  Square Feet of Meeting Space 37,400

Amenities & Services

Pool Bus iness  Area
Whirlpool Gi ft Shop
Exercise Room Laundry Room

Infrastructure

Parking Spaces 400
Elevators 4 Guest, 2 Service
Li fe Safety Systems Sprinklers , Smoke Detectors
Construction Deta i l s Steel , Reinforced Concrete

 

For this study, we assume the following: 

• The Proposed Hotel would offer a well-designed, functional layout of support 
areas, restaurant & lounge, ballroom & meeting space, and guestrooms.  

• The hotel staff would be adequately trained to allow for a successful opening. 

• Pre-marketing efforts would have introduced the product to major local 
accounts at least six months in advance of the opening date.  

• The Proposed Hotel would meet all pertinent codes and brand standards. 
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• The Proposed Hotel would be fully open and operational on the assumed 
opening date and would meet all local building codes. 

• Construction would not create any environmental hazards. 

• The Proposed Hotel would fully comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act.  

After its opening, the Proposed Hotel would require ongoing upgrades and 
periodic renovations to maintain its competitive level in this market. These costs 
should be adequately funded by the forecasted reserve for replacement, if the 
hotel’s staff employs a successful, ongoing maintenance program. 

Capital Expenditures 
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3. Virginia Beach Market Overview 

HVS explored economic and demographic factors that affect the level of lodging 
demand in the market including population, income, employment, retail sales, 
business presence, major tourism attractions, and transportation access. We relied 
on third party data sources to review historical trends and provide forecasts of the 
rate of growth or decline of the local economy. We also assessed whether the 
neighborhood surrounding the subject site would support the development of the 
Proposed Hotel. This market overview provides a framework for projections of 
lodging demand and revenue growth in the local market. 

Our analysis of the outlook for this specific market also considers the broader 
context of the national economy. The U.S. economy expanded during the last three 
years, with a relatively low point in growth occurring during the fourth quarter of 
2015 and the first quarter of 2016, as well as the first quarter of 2017. Most 
recently, the U.S. economy expanded by 3.1% and 3.0% in the second and third 
quarters of 2017, respectively. The recent acceleration reflected strong personal 
consumption expenditures (PCE), private inventory investment, nonresidential 
fixed investment, exports, and federal government spending.  

National Economic 
Trends 
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FIGURE 3-1 
UNITED STATES GDP GROWTH RATES 

US GDP Change
2010 Q1 1.6

Q2 3.9
Q3 2.8
Q4 2.8

2011 Q1 -1.3
Q2 3.2
Q3 0.8
Q4 4.6

2012 Q1 2.3
Q2 1.6
Q3 2.5
Q4 0.1

2013 Q1 1.9
Q2 1.1
Q3 3.1
Q4 4.0

2014 Q1 -1.2
Q2 4.0
Q3 5.0
Q4 2.0

2015 Q1 3.2
Q2 2.7
Q3 1.6
Q4 0.5

2016 Q1 0.6
Q2 2.2
Q3 2.8
Q4 1.8

2017 Q1 1.2
Q2 3.1
Q3 3.0  

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis 

U.S. economic growth continues to support expansion of lodging demand. In 2017, 
demand growth through November registered 2.7%, stronger than the 1.6% level 
recorded in 2016. The economic growth, low unemployment, higher levels of 
personal income, and stability in the U.S. economy as of early 2018 is helping to 
maintain strong interest in hotel investments by a diverse array of market 
participants. 

The market area includes all of Virginia Beach and extends to Norfolk due to large 
convention center/meeting-oriented hotels in that market, as illustrated in the 
following map. 

Market Area Definition 
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MAP OF MARKET AREA 

 

HVS used the Complete Economic and Demographic Data Source published by 
Woods & Poole Economics, Inc., a well-regarded forecasting service based in 
Washington, D.C. as a source of economic and demographic data. Using a database 
containing more than 900 variables for each county in the nation, Woods & Poole 
employs a sophisticated regional model to forecast economic and demographic 
trends. Census data and information published by the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis provide the basis for historical statistics. Woods & Poole formulates the 
projections, and all dollar amounts have been adjusted for inflation, thus reflecting 
real change. The following figure summarizes these data. 

Economic and 
Demographic Review 
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FIGURE 3-2 
ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC DATA SUMMARY 

Economic Indicator/Area
Beginning 

Amount
2000 2010 2018 2025

Ending 
Amount

Resident Population (millions)
Virginia  Beach (Independent Ci ty) County 0.43 0.49 0.7%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC MS 1.6 1.9 0.7%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC CSA 1.7 2.0 0.7%
State of Vi rginia 7.11 9.48 1.2%
United States 282.16 352.57 0.9%

Per-Capita Personal Income* (thousands)
Virginia  Beach (Independent Ci ty) County $38.57 $57.0 1.7%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC MS $33.49 $49.3 1.6%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC CSA $33.26 $48.9 1.6%
State of Vi rginia $39.05 $54.4 1.5%
United States $36.81 $49.9 1.5%

W&P Wealth Index
Virginia  Beach (Independent Ci ty) County $113.01 $117.36 0.1%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC MS $96.15 $101.33 0.0%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC CSA $95.38 $100.38 0.0%
State of Vi rginia $109.11 $111.04 0.0%
United States $100.00 $100.00 0.0%

Food and Beverage Sales* (billions)
Virginia  Beach (Independent Ci ty) County $0.62 $1.07 1.8%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC MS $2.01 $3.50 1.7%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC CSA $2.21 $3.85 1.7%
State of Vi rginia $9.13 $18.41 2.2%
United States $368.83 $664.41 1.9%

Total Retail Sales* (billions)
Virginia  Beach (Independent Ci ty) County $5.43 $7.44 1.3%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC M $20.17 $27.56 1.3%
Virginia  Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC CSA $21.79 $29.81 1.4%
State of Vi rginia $100.83 $150.18 1.8%
United States $3,902.83 $5,578.47 1.5%

* Inflation Adjusted

Estimated Annual 
Compound Change 

2018 to 2025

 
Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 

The characteristics of an area's workforce indicate the type and amount of 
transient visitation likely to be generated by local businesses. Sectors such as 
finance, insurance, and real estate (“FIRE”); wholesale trade; and services produce 
a considerable number of visitors who are not particularly rate-sensitive. The 
government sector often generates transient room nights, but per-diem 
reimbursement allowances often limit the accommodations selection to budget 

Workforce 
Characteristics 
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and mid-priced lodging facilities. Contributions from manufacturing, construction, 
transportation, communications and public utilities (“TCPU”) employers can also 
be important, depending on the company type.  

The following figure shows the estimated change in employment in the top ten 
sectors in the county workforce distribution by the various business sectors in 
2000, 2010, and 2018, and a forecast for 2025. 

FIGURE 3-3 
TOP TEN EMPLOYMENT SECTORS IN VIRGINIA BEACH  

Sector/Geographic Area Employment
Beginning 
Amount 

(thousands)
2000 2010 2018 2025

Ending 
Amount 

(thousands)

Virginia Beach (Independent City) County
Health Care And Socia l  Ass is tance 16.2 35.4

  Reta i l  Trade 30.5 34.1

Accommodation And Food Services 20.3 29.4

  State And Loca l  Government 20.2 26.5

Real  Es tate And Renta l  And Lease 11.7 19.7

Profess ional  And Technica l  Services 18.4 19.4

Finance And Insurance 9.9 19.1

  Federa l  Mi l i tary 23.2 18.4

Construction 16.3 17.5

Adminis trative And Waste Services 16.6 17.2

Other 50.6 62.2

Total Virginia Beach (Independent City) County 234.0 298.8

U.S. 165,371     217,671
 

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 

Growth in tourism visitation should drive more accommodation, food service, and 
retail sales. The health care, finance, insurance, professional, and government 
sectors of the economy should continue to expand along with the overall growth in 
the local area economy. The construction sector has continued to recover from the 
significant decline due to the downturn in home prices during the last recession. 

The following figure presents historical unemployment rates for the Proposed 
Hotel’s market area.  

Unemployment 
Statistics 
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FIGURE 3-4 
UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS  

Year Virgina Beach MSA State

2008 3.6 % 4.2 % 3.9 %
2009 6.0 6.9 6.7
2010 6.5(r) 7.6(r) 7.1
2011 6.1(r) 7.3(r) 6.6
2012 5.7(r) 6.8(r) 6.1
2013 5.4(r) 6.3(r) 5.7(d)
2014 4.9(r) 5.7(r) 5.2(d)
2015 4.3(r) 4.9(r) 4.5(d)
2016 4.0(r) 4.7(r) 4.1(d)
2017 3.6(r) 4.2(r) 3.8(d)

Recent Month - Apr
2017 3.3 % 3.8 % 3.5 %
2018 2.7 3.1 2.8

* Letters shown next to data points (if any) reflect revised population 
controls and/or model re-estimation implemented by the BLS.  

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

The local labor market has continued to tighten in 2018 with the unemployment 
rate below 3% through April. 

The figure below shows the larger employers in the region. 

FIGURE 3-5 
MAJOR AREA EMPLOYERS 

Rank F i rm
Num ber of  
Em ployees

 

1 Naval Air Station Oceana-Dam Neck  5,850
2 Sentara Healthcare 5,200
3 Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek/Ft. Story 3,600
4 GEICO General Insurance Company 2,700
5 General Growth Properties (Lynnhaven Mall) 2,600
6 Gold Key/PHR Hotels & Resorts 2,365
7 STIHL Incorporated 2,113
8 Amerigroup (Anthem) 1,850
9 Navy Exchange Service Command 1,550

10 Engility Corp. 800
 

Source: Virginia Beach Economic Development Website 2018  

Major Business and 
Industry 
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The economic base of the Hampton Roads/Virginia Beach area revolves heavily 
around tourism, the federal government, healthcare, and the military and 
aerospace industries. Aside from the strong government presence, top companies 
within the military and aerospace industries maintain significant operations in the 
area, including SAIC, AMSEC LLC, Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, and 
Raytheon. In addition, the National Institute of Aerospace is a world-class research 
and education facility created to conduct aerospace and atmospheric research. 
Lastly, tourism in Virginia Beach continues to be an anchor for the local economy, 
sustaining businesses throughout the year. Several hotel developments are 
underway along the Virginia Beach oceanfront. The breadth of government-driven 
anchors, along with tourism, should continue to support the area's economy. 

Norfolk International Airport is southeastern Virginia's dominant airport, serving 
the Greater Hampton Roads area and northeastern North Carolina. Norfolk 
International has continued to expand its service, with numerous new nonstop 
destinations added from 2010 through 2012. Furthermore, an $11.7-million 
renovation was completed in early 2014, with upgrades to the public areas, 
restaurants, and retail outlets. Additionally, renovations to Concourses A and B 
were completed between March 2014 and September 2016, inclusive of updated 
security checkpoints, new technology, new noise-reducing windows, and new 
flooring. In March 2016, the Norfolk Authority Board approved a $3.7-million plan 
to renovate the dining options and restrooms, including adding a lactation room in 
the main terminal lobby. Renovations to these areas should be completed by 
March 2018.  

The following figure illustrates recent operating statistics for Norfolk International 
Airport, which is the primary airport facility serving the market. 

Airport Traffic 
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FIGURE 3-6 
AIRPORT PASSENGERS 

NORFOLK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Year
Passenger 

Traffic
Annual Percentage Change

2008 3,549,000
2009 3,409,000 -3.9%
2010 3,332,000 -2.3%
2011 3,193,000 -4.2%
2012 3,344,000 4.7%
2013 3,112,000 -6.9%
2014 2,965,000 -4.7%
2015 3,034,000 2.3%
2016 3,209,000 5.8%
2017 3,381,000 5.4%

 
Source:  Norfolk International Airport 

The market benefits from a variety of tourist and leisure attractions in the area. 
The peak season for tourism in this area is from May to September. During other 
times of the year, weekend demand comprises travelers passing through in route 
to other destinations, people visiting friends or relatives, and other similar 
weekend demand generators. Primary attractions in the area include the 
following: 

• Virginia Beach has 35 miles of coastline from the Chesapeake Bay, the 
Resort Area on the ocean coast to the East Coast beach hideaway of 
Sandbridge. The beach offers not only the water recreation and a large 
boardwalk but also attracts special events such as the East Coast Surfing 
Championships, North American Sand Soccer Championships, Verizon 
Wireless American Music and Neptune Festivals, February Polar Plunge, 
and the Rock 'n Roll and Shamrock Marathons. 

• Cape Henry Memorial commemorates the first landfall at Cape Henry of 
colonists bound for the Jamestown Settlement. After landing on April 26, 
1607, they explored the area, named the cape, and set up a cross before 
proceeding up the James River. The Cape Henry Lighthouse has long been 
important for a large amount of ocean-going shipping traffic for the 
harbors, its rivers, and shipping headed to ports on the Chesapeake Bay. It 
was the first lighthouse authorized by the U.S. government, dating from 
1792. 

Tourist Attractions 
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• The Military Aviation Museum exhibits World War One, Two and Vietnam 
War aircraft that can still fly. Guests, for a fee, can take a flight in an open 
cockpit biplane. 

• The Virginia Aquarium & Marine Science Center offer exhibits and 
educational programs. 

• The Norwegian Lady Statue commemorates the lives lost in the 1891 
shipwreck of the Norwegian ship Dictator, off the coast of Virginia Beach, 
and the lifesaving efforts of the community. An identical statue is in the 
sister city of Moss, a coastal town in Norway. 

• The Adam Thoroughgood House is a brick house located in the 
neighborhood of Thoroughgood. Recent research has placed its 
construction circa 1720. Fully restored, it currently serves as a museum. It 
is listed in the U.S. National Register of Historic Places as a National 
Historic Landmark. 

VIRGINIA BEACH 

 

The economic conditions discussed in this report indicate that Virginia Beach is 
experiencing a period of economic strength and expansion, led by the education 
and healthcare sectors. Our market interviews and research revealed that 
technology and defense manufacturing have stabilized and continues to be a 
cornerstone in this market. The beaches and associated attractions continue to 
attract significant leisure demand for local hotels. The outlook for the market area 
is positive. 

Conclusion 
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4.  Impact on Convention Center Demand 

The proposed headquarters hotel would allow the Virginia Beach Convention 
Center (“VBCC”) to compete more effectively for regional and national conventions 
and conferences. Adequate attached lodging to a convention center is a key selection 
criterion for meeting planners and a primary point of comparison among competing 
venues. As convention centers across the U.S. have developed hotel properties to 
meet this demand, the lack of a headquarters hotel in Virginia Beach has decreased 
the desirability of the VBCC and impeded the its efforts to book quality events. 

The VBCC provided HVS with a summary of the number of events and 
corresponding total attendance that occurred at the facility from July 1, 2013 
through June 30, 2017. The following figure presents the event, attendance, and 
room night history at the VBCC for the past five years.  

Historical Convention 
Center Demand 
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FIGURE 4-1 
SUMMARY OF DEMAND HISTORY 

FY FY FY FY FY
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Events
Conventions 21 12 18 20 16
Trade Shows 13 12 8 7 6
Consumer Shows 36 40 43 39 47
Sports  & Competi tions 14 18 17 17 17
Meetings  & Conferences 150 152 127 115 134
Banquets 68 96 86 86 73
Assembl ies 12 8 11 13 14
Other 5 6 10 6 8
Local  Support 5 5 5 4 5

Total 324 349 325 307 320

Attendees
Conventions 64,104 42,960 54,940 91,410 55,766
Trade Shows 12,725 11,595 8,450 8,150 6,850
Consumer Shows 146,060 147,293 180,460 249,016 165,246
Sports  & Competi tions 118,865 121,915 119,572 146,674 150,200
Meetings  & Conferences 27,116 25,813 23,828 15,102 28,880
Banquets 24,008 33,433 30,967 33,583 35,071
Assembl ies 67,949 63,725 57,918 59,501 59,500
Other 5,486 3,767 7,520 4,450 14,500
Local  Support 112,143 106,446 99,700 61,500 106,000

Total 578,456 556,947 583,355 669,386 622,013

Occupied Room Nights
Conventions 24,159 17,158 20,073 29,710 20,093
Trade Shows 1,521 2,130 1,618 1,501 1,381
Consumer Shows 3,194 2,044 1,704 21,345 1,985
Sports  & Competi tions 32,829 33,060 28,033 41,355 39,309
Meetings  & Conferences 405 1,349 1,643 1,980 1,405
Banquets 1,103 1,161 599 619 831
Assembl ies 155 55 40 20 20
Other na na na na na
Local  Support 40,438 46,800 40,285 19,327 36,112
Total 103,804 103,757 93,995 115,857 101,136

 
Source:  Virginia Beach Convention Center 

In recent years, event demand and attendance levels have been relatively consistent 
stable. The VBCC currently hosts a variety of events, including conventions, trade 
shows, consumer shows, and sporting events that use the facility’s exhibition 
spaces. Meeting and banquet demand primarily includes events hosted by local 
corporations and civic organizations. Meetings and banquets produce the greatest 
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number of events at the VBCC. Consumer shows and sports competitions draw a 
greater number of average attendees, thus a higher percentage of annual attendees. 

The VBCVB provided HVS with a summary of lost convention center business for 
events occurring from 2012 through 2017. The data includes events that considered 
Virginia Beach and the VBCC but ultimately did not booked in Virginia Beach. 
Planners often identify one or more reasons for not booking a venue. The VBCVB 
data identifies over 100 total events and 86 unique events that have not booked at 
the VBCC due to hotel-related reasons. The following figures present a summary of 
the lost business data. 

FIGURE 4-2 
EVENTS LOST BY REASON 

73%

40%

26%

16%

15%

15%

13%

8%

Lack of headquarters, attached hotel

Prefer meeting space and hotel under one roof

Convention center too small, not available

Shuttle concerns, prefer walkable amenities

Insufficient market hotel inventory

Competitor destination appeal, overall package

Hotel rate too high and other budgetary

Geography, rotation, and delegate proximity

 

Lost Business Analysis 
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FIGURE 4-3 
ROOM NIGHTS LOST BY CATEGORY 

65%

20%

20%

14%

11%

9%

8%

6%

Lack of headquarters, attached hotel

Prefer meeting space and hotel under one roof

Convention center too small, not available

Insufficient market hotel inventory

Shuttle concerns, prefer walkable amenities

Hotel rate too high and other budgetary

Geography, rotation, and delegate proximity

Competitor destination appeal, overall package

While event planners offer multiple reasons for not hosting at the VBCC, they 
attribute lost events in Virginia Beach to the lack of a headquarters hotel most often.  
Planners also cite the desire to host events “under one roof”, also indicating their 
desire for a connection between an event’s function spaces and attendee lodging. 
The development of a headquarters hotel would place Virginia Beach in a better 
position to compete for and recapture these lost events. 

 

The VBCC competes with convention centers throughout the east coast and 
southeastern U.S. for a share of regional and national meetings. With consultation 
with VBCC management and the VBCVB, we have identified the following primary 
competitors of the VBCC. 

Competitive Venues 
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FIGURE 4-4 
PRIMARY VBCC COMPETITORS 

Name of Venue Location

Primary Competitors
Music Ci ty Center Nashvi l le, TN 500,593
Charlotte Convention Center Charlotte, NC 406,875
Baltimore Convention Center Bal timore, MD 370,216
Tampa Convention Center Tampa, FL 278,767
Birmingham-Jefferson Convention Complex Birmingham, AL 277,605
Greater Richmond Convention Center Richmond, VA 256,059
Raleigh Convention Center Raleigh, NC 211,061
Virginia Beach Convention Center Virginia Beach, VA 208,893
Savannah Convention Center Savannah, GA 143,212
Palm Beach County Convention Center Palm Beach, FL 140,575
Lexington Center Lexington, KY 96,592

Total Function 
Space                             

 

Over the past decade convention centers in cities of all sizes have recognized the 
importance of a headquarters hotel in attracting conventions and conferences that 
generate significant numbers of room nights in a market. Typically, a full-service 
hotel property, headquarters hotels are either attached to the convention center or 
immediately adjacent and within an easy walking distance.  

Each of the above competitive convention centers has at least one connected or 
adjacent headquarters hotel. The following figure identifies these properties and 
room counts. 

FIGURE 4-5 
HEADQUARTERS HOTELS AT PRIMARY VBCC COMPETITORS 

Venue Total Rooms Property Brand (room count)

Baltimore Convention Center 1,582 Hi l ton (757), Hyatt (488), Sheraton (337)
Mus ic Ci ty Center 1,308 Omni  (854), Westin (454)
Charlotte Convention Center 1,100 Westin (700), Hi l ton (400)
Tampa Convention Center * 1,079 Marriott (719), Embassy Sui tes  (360)
Birmingham-Jefferson Convention Complex 1,051 Sheraton (757), Westin (294)
Lexington Center 532 Hyatt (366), Hi l ton (166)
Greater Richmond Convention Center 410 Mariott (410)
Savannah Convention Center * 403 Westin (403)
Raleigh Convention Center * 400 Marriott (400)
Palm Beach County Convention Center 400 Hi l ton (400)

 * Planning or s tudying additional  HQ hotel .
 

Sources: VBCVB, HVS 

Headquarter Hotel 
Development 
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Several cities are contemplating or actively developing an additional headquarters 
hotel. Among the above competitive cities, Savannah has selected a developer to 
construct a new Omni Hotel with at least 300 rooms. Raleigh and Tampa are both 
studying the feasibility of 400-room properties adjacent to their respective 
convention centers. 

Headquarters hotel development is not limited to large convention markets. Smaller 
eastern regional markets, that could compete with Virginia Beach, have also 
recognized the competitive advantage of a headquarters hotel as presented below. 

FIGURE 4-6 
SMALLER REGIONAL CONVENTION CENTERS WITH HEADQUARTERS HOTELS 

Venue
Function 

Space (SF)
Hotel

Guest 
Rooms

Chattanooga Convention Center 144,700 Marriott/Staybridge 466
Myrtle Beach Convention Center 131,900 Sheraton 402
Columbus  GA Convention & Trade Center 125,000 Marriott 177
Charleston Area  Convention Center 118,000 Embassy Sui tes 255
Grand Wayne Center 76,000 Hi l ton 749
Lancaster Convention Center 76,000 Marriott 300

 

Compared to competing large markets and small, Virginia Beach has fallen behind 
in a growing market trend. The lack of a connected or immediately adjacent 
headquarters hotel at the VBCC will continue to reduce its attractiveness against 
markets that are actively pursuing improvements to their meeting infrastructure. 

In addition to the above convention centers, the VBCC also faces local competition 
from hotels in Norfolk with large amounts of meeting space as presented below. 
These properties compete effectively against the VBCC, because they can offer 
smaller conventions and meetings function spaces and lodging under one roof. 

FIGURE 4-7 
COMPETITIVE NORFOLK PROPERTIES 

Property
Guest 

Rooms
Function Space 

(SF)

Sheraton Norfolk Waters ide 468 44,600
Norfolk Waters ide Marriott 405 44,800
Hi l ton Norfolk The Main 300 41,200

 
Sources:  VBCVB, HVS 
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The addition of an attached hotel at the VBCC would create a meeting product that 
could compete more effectively against these integrated hotel properties and secure 
more small to medium-sized meetings and conferences. 

 

In developing the demand projections, HVS assumes that the proposed 400-room 
headquarters hotel is completed and in operation by July 1, 2021. We estimate that 
event demand would stabilize in the fourth year of operation—fiscal year 2025. We 
also assume the continued presence of a highly qualified, professional sales and 
management team for the VBCC. 

HVS based event demand projections for VBCC on the following research and 
analysis: 

• The introduction of a 400-room hotel on a nearby site, 

• The opening of an indoor sports center on a nearby site, 

• Historical VBCC event and attendance data and lost business reports, 

• Comparable venue program and demand data, and 

• Discussions with representatives of VBCC management and the VBCVB. 

HVS’s analysis of historical and lost VBCC demand and an analysis of comparable 
and competitive venues suggest that the proposed headquarters hotel should allow 
Virginia Beach to expand its convention and other group business from national 
corporations and associations, state associations, local corporations, and other 
groups.  

In developing demand projections, HVS considered the ongoing improvements to 
convention centers and hotels in other markets that compete with the VBCC for 
regional and national business. Prior to the proposed hotel development, we project 
that event demand reflects the average demand and attendance over the past five 
years.  

Virginia Beach currently plans the opening of an indoor sports center during the 
first or second quarter of 2020. Based on information provided by the VBCVB, we 
assume that nine annually recurring events would move from the VBCC to the new 
sports center. Our demand projections reflect this prior to the opening of the 
headquarters hotel. 

HVS projects the following demand for the VBCC from 2019 through stabilized 
demand which occurs four years after the opening of the headquarters hotel. The 

Demand Projections 
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figure below breaks out event projections by type of event. Total and average 
attendance figures represent individual event attendees. 

FIGURE 4-8 
SUMMARY OF VBCC DEMAND PROJECTIONS  

Sports Center 
Opens

Opening Stabilized

FY FY FY FY FY FY FY
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Events
Conventions 16 16 16 20 24 26 28
Trade Shows 6 6 6 7 8 8 8
Consumer Shows 47 47 47 47 47 47 47
Sports  & Competi tions 17 11 11 11 11 11 11
Meetings  & Conferences 134 134 134 140 145 148 150
Banquets 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Assembl ies 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
Other 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Local  Support 5 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total 320 311 311 322 332 337 341

Attendees
Conventions 55,766 55,766 55,766 60,000 72,000 78,000 84,000
Trade Shows 6,850 6,850 6,850 7,700 8,800 8,800 8,800
Consumer Shows 165,246 165,246 165,246 202,100 202,100 202,100 202,100
Sports  & Competi tions 150,200 94,204 94,204 94,204 94,204 94,204 94,204
Meetings  & Conferences 28,880 28,880 28,880 30,800 31,900 32,560 33,000
Banquets 35,071 35,071 35,071 35,040 35,040 35,040 35,040
Assembl ies 59,500 59,500 59,500 77,000 77,000 77,000 77,000
Other 14,500 14,500 14,500 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400
Local  Support 106,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000

Total 622,013 486,017 486,017 547,244 561,444 568,104 574,544
 

HVS classified events in the following categories. 

Conventions—Conventions require a combination of exhibition, banquet, and 
meeting space. The source of conventions would be primarily state and regional 
associations and corporations with some national groups booking as well. This 
demand category also includes religious and other SMERF groups that would rotate 
to Virginia Beach for their annual events. 

Tradeshows—Tradeshows provide a means for wholesalers and retailers to 
transact business with industry buyers. As such, tradeshows are typically exhibit-
oriented events in which people display and demonstrate products. Tradeshows 

Event Types 
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require some meeting and meal space; however, they require much less space than 
conventions. 

Consumer Shows—Consumer shows are ticketed public events that attract local 
and regional attendees, such as home and garden shows and car shows. These 
events require some meeting space for support and back of house uses. Food and 
beverage services would be limited to concessions. 

Sports & Competitions—Sporting events include tournaments and other 
competitions that may set up courts, mats, and other playing surfaces in exhibit halls 
or ballrooms depending on space needs. This category also includes card 
tournaments, academic competitions, and video game competitions. The VBCC 
projects that six sporting events would move to the new sports center. 

Meetings & Conferences— Conferences are multi-day events like conventions; 
however, conferences typically have minimal exhibit requirements. Conferences 
require a mix of banquet and breakout space set-up and occasional assembly space, 
but they do not require any exhibit hall set-up. Meetings require breakout meeting 
space but would not use banquet or exhibit space. Food service is limited to coffee 
breaks, breakfasts, or luncheons in meeting rooms. A variety of groups host 
meetings and conferences, including associations, corporations, Civic organizations, 
religious groups, and government agencies. Meetings and conferences can take 
place in breakout meeting space. In addition to meals, ballrooms can also handle 
larger meetings or several smaller simultaneous meetings as needed. 

Banquets—Banquets are stand-alone social events, luncheons, and other meals 
typically booked by local corporations, social and civic organizations, and private 
clients. The flexibility of the ballroom and pre-function spaces would allow for a 
variety of banquet sizes and multiple simultaneous events. 

Assemblies—Assemblies include graduations, religious services, and lectures. 
Produced by any type of organization, assemblies are always public events. 
Additionally, assemblies only require a plenary set-up. 

Other—These include a host variety of concerts, health screenings and other civic 
events. 

Local Support—The VBCC supports local marathons and other sporting events as 
a site for registration, expos, or banquets. The VBCVB projects that three local 
support events would move to the new sports center. 

HVS calculated the potential generation of room nights by the VBCC assuming the 
opening of the new sports center and the introduction of the headquarters hotel. 

Room Night 
Projections 
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These room nights represent the total room nights generated in the Virginia Beach 
area by the operations of the VBCC. The following figure presents the assumptions 
used to generate room night estimates. HVS based room night assumptions on 
historical VBCC data and other industry research. This figure includes only those 
events that generate room nights in the market. 

FIGURE 4-9 
ASSUMPTIONS FOR ROOM NIGHTS 

Occupied Room Nights Parameters

Pre-Open  Stabilized Pre-Open  Stabilized Pre-Open  Stabilized

Conventions 18% 36% 3.0 3.0 1.50 1.25
Trade Shows 30% 30% 1.0 1.0 1.50 1.25
Consumer Shows 2% 2% 1.0 1.0 1.50 1.50
Sports & Competitions 46% 37% 2.0 2.0 3.50 3.50
Meetings & Conferences 8% 8% 1.0 1.0 1.50 1.50
Banquets 4% 4% 1.0 1.0 1.50 1.50
Assemblies 0% 0% 1.0 1.0 2.00 2.00
Other 0% 0% 0.0 0.0 1.00 1.00
Local Support 34% 59% 2.0 2.0 2.00 2.00

Percent Lodgers Length of Stay Lodgers per RoomEvent Type

 

The introduction of the headquarters hotel would result in a greater number of 
higher impact conventions in Virginia Beach. The following figure presents an 
estimate of historical room nights and the resulting incremental room nights 
generated after the proposed hotel development through a stabilized year of 
demand.  

FIGURE 4-10 
ROOM NIGHT ESTIMATES 

Sports Center 
Opens

Opening Stabilized

FY FY FY FY FY FY FY
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Occupied Room Nights
Conventions 20,076 20,076 20,076 51,840 62,208 67,392 72,576
Trade Shows 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,848 2,112 2,112 2,112
Consumer Shows 2,203 2,203 2,203 2,021 2,021 2,021 2,021
Sports  & Competi tions 39,481 19,917 19,917 19,917 19,917 19,917 19,917
Meetings  & Conferences 1,444 1,444 1,444 1,540 1,595 1,628 1,650
Banquets 818 818 818 818 818 818 818
Assembl ies 60 60 60 77 77 77 77
Local  Support 36,040 15,340 15,340 15,340 15,340 15,340 15,340
Total 101,492 61,228 61,228 93,401 104,088 109,305 114,511
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Following the opening of the sports center, the nine events that move from the VBCC 
result in a transfer of around 40,700 room nights. In a stabilized year after the 
opening of the headquarters hotel, we estimate that the VBCC would generate 
approximately 114,000 room nights in the local area market, an increase of around 
53,000 room nights. Some of these room nights would result from contract blocks 
with groups and others would result from individual hotel reservations. 

While the primary indicator of demand is the ability to expand a venue’s established 
base of business, a good test for the reasonableness of these demand projections is 
an analysis of demand at comparable facilities and markets. The following figure 
compares the average convention, meeting, and other demand in comparable 
venues with similar sized function spaces. These venues represent a wide range of 
markets with a mix of population size, economic breadth, and destination appeal. 
Because of the unique operating characteristics of exhibit and meeting facilities, no 
single facility or market can be considered a direct comparable to the VBCC. The 
averages from a large set of event data provide evidence for the reasonableness of 
the projections for the VBCC.  

FIGURE 4-11 
COMPARABLE CONVENTION CENTER DEMAND 

Cobb 
Galleria 
Centre

Greater 
Richmond 

Convention 
Center

Raleigh 
Convention 

Center

VBCC with 
HQ Hotel

Charlotte 
Convention 

Center

Spokane 
Convention 

Center

Baltimore 
Convention 

Center

Tampa 
Convention 

Center

Savannah 
Internation
al Trade & 
Convention 

Center

Number of Events

Conventions  & Tradeshows 77 28 35 36 34 42 52 53 21
Consumer Shows 25 23 16 47 20 14 18 10 24
Banquets 108 41 86 73 0 54 5 29 41
Meetings  & Conferences 389 95 131 150 0 106 76 47 58

Subtotal 599 187 268 306 54 216 151 139 144

Sports , Concerts  & Other 36 241 37 35 214 25 11 2 0
Total Events 635 428 352 341 268 241 162 147 144

Total Attendance

Conventions  & Tradeshows 64,418 27,003 107,005 92,800 na 95,095 266,876 482,936 21,000
Consumer Shows 41,942 65,511 115,300 202,100 na 98,928 127,010 282,020 80,200
Banquets 38,981 15,275 49,298 35,040 na 16,012 5,495 10,950 188,770
Meetings  & Conferences 58,736 22,677 34,446 33,000 na 22,232 61,558 127,141 8,556

Subtotal 204,077 130,466 306,049 362,940 na 232,267 460,939 903,047 298,526

Sports , Concerts  & Other 30,148 137,570 169,674 171,204 na 42,156 27,530 3,150 0
Other 20,815 66,738 12,000 40,400 0 25,232 3,505 3,150 0

Total 234,224 268,036 527,151 574,544 265,046 274,423 488,469 906,842 128,526
 

Source:  Respective Venues 

Comparable Analysis 
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Taking historical performance and market factors into consideration, the demand 
projections for the VBCC are consistent with event demand currently found in 
similar sized venues throughout the U.S.  

HVS intends for demand projections to show the expected levels of event numbers 
and attendance. Projections show smooth growth over time. However, event 
demand and booking cycles do not always run smoothly. Unpredictable local and 
national economic factors can affect businesses. Event demand often moves in 
cycles based on rotation patterns and market conditions. Therefore, HVS 
recommends interpreting the demand projections as a mid-point of a range of 
possible outcomes and over a multi-year period, rather than relying on projections 
for any one specific year. 
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5. Supply and Demand Analysis for the Proposed Hotel 

The Proposed Hotel’s local lodging market is most directly affected by the supply 
and demand trends within the immediate area. Other factors affecting the local 
market include changes in population, income, corporate offices, and 
communications technology. 

Changes in the national lodging market indirectly affect the local markets. We 
reviewed national lodging trends to provide a context for the forecast of the supply 
and demand for the Proposed Hotel’s competitive set.  

Figure 5-1 presents annual hotel occupancy and average rate data since 1987. 
Figure 5-2 illustrates hotel performance, categorized by geography, price point, 
type of location, and chain scale. RevPAR, the product of occupancy and average 
rate provides a combined measure of rate and occupancy. 

The figure below shows the hotel occupancy, average rate, and RevPAR 
throughout the U.S. as shown in the figure below. 

FIGURE 5-1 
U.S. OCCUPANCY, AVERAGE RATE, AND REVPAR TRENDS 
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Source: STR 

Following the significant RevPAR decline during the last recession, demand 
growth resumed in 2010, led by select markets that had recorded growth trends in 

National Hotel Market 
Trends 
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the fourth quarter of 2009. A return of business travel and some group activity 
contributed to these positive trends. The resurgence in demand was partly fueled 
by the significant price discounts that were widely available in the first half of 
2010. These discounting policies were largely phased out in the latter half of the 
year, balancing much of the early rate loss. Demand growth remained strong, but 
decelerated from 2011 through 2013, increasing at rates of 4.7%, 2.8%, and 2.0%, 
respectively. Demand growth then surged to 4.0% in 2014, driven by a strong 
economy, a robust oil and gas sector, and limited new supply, among other factors. 
By 2014, occupancy had surpassed the 64% mark. Average rate rebounded 
similarly during this time, bracketing 4.0% annual gains from 2011 through 2014. 

In 2015, demand growth continued to outpace supply growth, a relationship that 
had been in place since 2010. With a 2.9% increase in room nights, the nation's 
occupancy level reached a record high of 65.4% in 2015. Supply growth intensified 
modestly in 2015 (at 1.1%), following annual supply growth levels of 0.7% and 
0.9% in 2013 and 2014, respectively. Average rate posted another strong year of 
growth, at 4.7% in 2015, in pace with the annual growth of the last four years. 
Robust job growth, heightened group and leisure travel, and waning price-
sensitivity all contributed to the gains. In 2016, occupancy showed virtually no 
change, as demand growth kept pace with supply additions. Occupancy then 
moved even higher in 2017, to a new peak of 65.9%. Average rate increased 
roughly 3% and 2% in 2016 and 2017, respectively. By year-end 2017, the net 
change in RevPAR was 3.0%, reflecting a healthy lodging market overall. Year-to-
date statistics through February 2018 show this trend continuing, with a 0.6-point 
occupancy increase, while average rate increased by just over $2.00, resulting in a 
3.2% upward change in RevPAR. 
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FIGURE 5-2 
COMPARISON OF U.S. REVPAR FEBRUARY 2018 VERSUS 2017 

Hotel Type
2018 

RevPAR
Percent Change from 2017

United States $72.30 3.2%

Region
Paci fic $109.48 3.4%
South Atlantic 80.65 3.0%
Mounta in 76.41 1.2%
Middle Atlantic 76.39 5.4%
New England 64.23 3.6%
West South Centra l 60.43 3.0%
East North Centra l 47.75 3.5%
East South Centra l 46.41 1.3%
West North Centra l 44.41 6.0%

Class
Luxury $191.76 3.7%
Upper-Upsca le 117.07 0.9%
Upscale 89.22 2.2%
Upper-Midsca le 64.36 2.9%
Midsca le 45.92 3.6%
Economy 34.57 5.0%

Location
Resort $127.54 3.7%
Urban 103.25 0.9%
Airport 80.39 2.2%
Suburban 63.35 2.9%
Smal l  Metro/Town 44.08 3.6%
Interstate 37.98 5.0%

Chain Scale
Luxury $234.36 4.4%
Upper-Upsca le 121.66 0.9%
Upscale 90.99 2.0%
Independents 67.54 3.8%
Upper-Midsca le 62.88 2.9%
Midsca le 41.70 3.4%
Economy 29.61 5.1%

Source: STR - February 2018 Lodging Review  
 

The Proposed Hotel’s local lodging market is most directly affected by the supply 
and demand trends within the immediate area. 
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HVS selected a set of competitive local hotels. Four properties would compete with 
the Proposed Hotel on a primary basis and ten properties on a secondary basis, for 
a total of fourteen competitors. We weighted the room count of each secondary 
competitor based on its projected competitiveness with the Proposed Hotel. 

The following map illustrates the locations of the Proposed Hotel and its primary 
and secondary competitors. 

MAP OF COMPETITION BY HVS 

 

Defining the 
Competitive Set 
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HVS relied on STR data and market research to determine the room count of each 
hotel. The weighted competitive set currently includes 984 rooms in primary 
competitors and 2,567 rooms in the secondary competitors with a weighted room 
count of 1,419. The total number of primary and weighted secondary competitors 
is 2,403 rooms as shown in the figure below 

FIGURE 5-3 
THE WEIGHTED COMPETITIVE SET  

Hotel
Number 

of Rooms
Competitive 

Level

Weighted 
Room 
Count

Primary Competitors
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 292 100% 292
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 289 100% 289
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 236 100% 236
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 167 100% 167

Sub-total 984 984

Secondary Competitors
Hi l ton Norfolk The Main 300 70% 210
Sheraton Norfolk Waters ide 468 40% 187
Sheraton Virginia  Beach Oceanfront 214 80% 171
Founders  Inn 240 70% 168
Marriott Norfolk Waters ide 405 40% 162
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 176 70% 123
Hol iday Inn Vi rginia  Beach Norfolk 307 40% 123
Courtyard by Marriott Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront North 160 60% 96
Hyatt House Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 156 60% 94
Courtyard by Marriott Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront South 141 60% 85

Sub-total 2,567 1,419

Totals 3,551 2,403
 

Sources: STR and HVS 

Our survey of the primarily competitive hotels in the local market shows a range of 
lodging types and facilities. We inspected and evaluated each competitor.  

The figure below presents a summary of their operating performance for the past 
three years of the primary competitors. 

Primary Competitors 
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FIGURE 5-4 
2016 & 2017 PERFORMANCE OF THE PRIMARY COMPETITIVE SET 

Estimated 2016 Estimated 2017   

Property Occ. RevPAR RevPAR
 

  Average Rate Occ. Average RateNumber of 
Rooms

DoubleTree by Hilton Virginia 292 50 - 55% % $130 - $140 $70 - $75 50 - 55% % $130 - $140 $70 - $75
Hilton Garden Inn Virginia Beach 167 75 - 80% $190 - $200 $140 - $150 75 - 80% $190 - $200 $150 - $160
Hilton Virginia Beach Oceanfront 289 70 - 75% $210 - $220 $150 - $160 70 - 75% $210 - $220 $150 - $160
Westin Virginia Beach Town Center 236 75 - 80% $140 - $150 $110 - $115 75 - 80% $150 - $160 $115 - $120

Totals 984 69.2 % $174.52 $120.71 69.1 % $174.73 $120.74

Sources: STR and HVS 

Following are descriptions of the primary competitors.
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PRIMARY COMPETITOR #1 - DOUBLETREE BY HILTON VIRGINIA BEACH 

 

FIGURE 5-5 
ESTIMATED HISTORICAL OPERATING STATISTICS 

Year Occupancy
Average 

Rate
RevPAR

Occupancy 
Penetration

Yield 
Penetration

Est. 2016 50 - 55% $130 - $140 $70 - $75 75 - 80% 65 - 70%
Est. 2017 50 - 55% $130 - $140 $70 - $75 75 - 80% 65 - 70%

 

Location Virginia  Beach, VA 
Property Opening Date June-83
Franchise Affi l iation Date May-98
STR Class  Sca le Upsca le Class
Room Count 292

Three-Meal  Restaurant & Lounge Bar

Meeting and Banquet Facilities Meeting Space (sf)

Main Bal l room 5,251
Junior Ba l l room 3,876
Meeting Space 6,590
Boardroom 529

Tota l  Meeting Space 16,246

Outdoor Pool Parking
Exercise Center Corner Market
Bus iness  Center

Amenities & Services

History and Guestroom

Food & Beverage Facilities

  
Sources: STR, HVS, Website  

DoubleTree by Hilton 
Virginia Beach 
1900 Pavilion Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 
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PRIMARY COMPETITOR #2 - HILTON GARDEN INN VIRGINIA BEACH OCEANFRONT 

 

FIGURE 5-6 
ESTIMATED HISTORICAL OPERATING STATISTIC 

Year Occupancy
Average 

Rate
RevPAR

Occupancy 
Penetration

Yield 
Penetration

Est. 2016 75 - 80% $190 - $200 $140 - $150 110 - 120% 140 - 150%
Est. 2017 75 - 80% $190 - $200 $150 - $160 110 - 120% 140 - 150%

 

Location Virginia  Beach, VA 
Property Opening Date May-14
Franchise Affi l iation Date May-14
STR Class  Sca le Upsca le Class
Room Count 167

Garden Gri l l  for Breakfast Pavi l ion Pantry
Lager Bar & Gri l le for Lunch and Dinner

Meeting and Banquet Facilities Meeting Space (sf)

Main Bal l room 3,000
Boardroom 450

Tota l  Meeting Space 3,450

Indoor and Outdoor Pool Bus iness  Center
Third Floor Sundeck Parking
Exercise Room

History and Guestroom

Food & Beverage Facilities

Amenities & Services

  
Sources: STR, HVS, Website  

Hilton Garden Inn 
Virginia Beach 
Oceanfront 
3315 Atlantic Avenue 
Virginia Beach, VA 
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PRIMARY COMPETITOR #3 - HILTON VIRGINIA BEACH OCEANFRONT 

 

FIGURE 5-7 
ESTIMATED HISTORICAL OPERATING STATISTICS 

Year Occupancy
Average 

Rate
RevPAR

Occupancy 
Penetration

Yield 
Penetration

Est. 2016 70 - 75% $210 - $220 $150 - $160 100 - 110% 150 - 160%
Est. 2017 70 - 75% $210 - $220 $150 - $160 100 - 110% 140 - 150%

 

Location Virginia  Beach, VA 
Property Opening Date Apri l -05
Franchise Affi l iation Date Apri l -05
STR Class  Sca le Upper Upsca le Class
Room Count 289

Three-Meal  Restaurant Lounge
Dinner Steakhouse Rooftop Bar

Meeting and Banquet Facilities Meeting Space (sf)

Main Bal l room 7,140
Meeting Space 2,616
Boardroom 294

Tota l  Meeting Space 10,050

Rooftop Pool Beauty Sa lon
Rooftop Whirlpool Clothing Store
Exercise Room Concierge Desk
Bus iness  Center Sel f Park & Valet

Food & Beverage Facilities

History and Guestroom

Amenities & Services

 
Sources: STR, HVS, Website  

Hilton Virginia Beach 
Oceanfront 
3001 Atlantic Avenue 
Virginia Beach, VA 
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PRIMARY COMPETITOR #4 - WESTIN VIRGINIA BEACH TOWN CENTER 

 

FIGURE 5-8 
ESTIMATED HISTORICAL OPERATING STATISTICS 

Year Occupancy
Average 

Rate
RevPAR

Occupancy 
Penetration

Yield 
Penetration

Est. 2016 75 - 80% $140 - $150 $110 - $115 110 - 120% 100 - 110%
Est. 2017 75 - 80% $150 - $160 $115 - $120 110 - 120% 100 - 110%

 

Location Virginia  Beach, VA 
Property Opening Date November-07
Franchise Affi l iation Date November-07
STR Class  Sca le Upper Upsca le Class
Room Count 236

Three-Meal  Restaurant Lounge

Meeting and Banquet Facilities Meeting Space (sf)

Main Bal l room 8,332
Meeting Space 2,265
Boardroom 525

Tota l  Meeting Space 11,122

Indoor Pool Sel f & Valet Parking
Exercise Center Concierge Service
Bus iness  Center Gi ft/Sundry Shop

History and Guestroom

Food & Beverage Facilities

Amenities & Services

  
Sources: STR, HVS, Website  

Westin Virginia Beach 
Town Center 
4535 Commerce Street 
Virginia Beach, VA 
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HVS ranked the primary competitors on four criteria related to the attractiveness 
of the property to potential customers.  

1. Access –the ease with which customers can gain vehicular or pedestrian access 
to the property. Simple and direct access routes are rated higher than more 
complicated routes.  

2. Visibility – is particularly important to hotels that attract walk-in customers 
who do not have prior reservations. Signage and building facades typically 
provide visibility.  

3. Neighborhood – means the quality of the surrounding neighborhood, the 
compatibility of adjacent land uses, the perceived safety of the neighborhood.  

4. Physical condition – refers to the overall physical condition of the hotel. Based 
on an inspection of each property, HVS rated the physical condition of each 
hotel in comparison to other hotels of a similar scale or class. 

Each criterion was rated from one to five, with one indicating very poor 
compliance with the criteria and five meaning excellent compliance. The figure 
below summarizes the results of the rankings for each criterion and shows an 
aggregate rating that is the average of all criteria. 

FIGURE 5-9 
RANK OF PRIMARY COMPETITORS ON CUSTOMER SELECTION CRITERIA* 

Access Access Visibility
Neighbor- 

hood
Physical 

Condition
Aggregate 

Rating

Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 4 5 5 4 4.50
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 4 5 5 4 4.50
Proposed Headquarters Hotel 4 4 4 5 4.25
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 4 4 4 4 4.00
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 4 3 4 3 3.50

*Ranked on a Scale of 1 to 5 where:  1 = Very Poor, 2 = Poor, 3 = Average, 4 = Good, 5 = Excellent  

The Proposed Hotel customer selection criteria rank approximately average of the 
primary competitors. The Proposed Hotel ranks well on physical condition due to 
new construction.  

The following figure sets forth the pertinent operating characteristics of the 
combined secondary competitors 
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FIGURE 5-10 
RECENT PERFORMANCE OF THE SECONDARY COMPETITIVE SET  

Property
Number 

of Rooms
Weighting

Weighted 
Rooms

ADR RevPAR ADR RevPAR

Courtyard by Marriott Vi rginia  Beach 
Oceanfront North

160 60% 96 70 - 75 % $180 - $190$130 - $140 70 - 75 % $180 - $190$130 - $140

Courtyard by Marriott Vi rginia  Beach 
Oceanfront South

141 60% 85 70 - 75 160 - 170 120 - 125 70 - 75 160 - 170 120 - 125

Founders  Inn 240 70% 168 55 - 60 120 - 125 70 - 75 60 - 65 120 - 125 70 - 75
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Town 
Center

176 70% 123 75 - 80 130 - 140 100 - 105 75 - 80 130 - 140 105 - 110

Hi l ton Norfolk The Main 300 70% 210 —  —  —  65 - 70 170 - 180 115 - 120
Hol iday Inn Vi rginia  Beach Norfolk 307 40% 123 55 - 60 100 - 105 55 - 60 55 - 60 110 - 115 60 - 65
Hyatt House Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 156 60% 94 —  —  —  65 - 70 150 - 160 105 - 110
Marriott Norfolk Waters ide 405 40% 162 70 - 75 120 - 125 85 - 90 65 - 70 120 - 125 80 - 85
Sheraton Norfolk Waters ide 468 40% 187 70 - 75 90 - 95 60 - 65 65 - 70 85 - 90 60 - 65
Sheraton Virginia  Beach Oceanfront 214 80% 171 55 - 60 170 - 180 100 - 105 60 - 65 170 - 180 105 - 110

Totals 2,567 1,419 67.6% $131 $89 68.0% $139 $94

Estimated 2016

Occ.

Estimated 2017

Occ.

2017

 

The figures below summarize aggregate competitive set performance in the base 
year. Since 2017 was the most recent complete year of available data at the time of 
this study, we used it as the base year of our analysis. Performance analyses 
include guest room count, occupancy rate, average daily room rate (“ADR”), and 
revenue per available room, (“RevPAR”). RevPAR, a common hotel industry 
performance metric, is the product of occupancy rate and ADR.  

Historical Supply  
and Demand Data 
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FIGURE 5-11 
THE WEIGHTED COMPETITIVE SET HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE  

Room Count
Secondary Competi tors 1,362

DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 292
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 289

Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 236
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 167

Occupancy
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 75 - 80% 79%

Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 75 - 80% 76%
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 70 - 75% 72%

Secondary Competi tors 68% 68%
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 50 - 55% 55%

ADR
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront $210 - $220 $216.00

Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront $190 - $200 $195.00
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center $150 - $160 $152.00

Secondary Competi tors $139 $138.78
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach $130 - $140 $130.00

RevPAR
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront $150 - $160

Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront $150 - $160
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center $115 - $120

Secondary Competi tors $94
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach $70 - $75

 
Sources: STR and HVS 

The figure below shows year-to-date through January occupancy and average daily 
room rates compared to the prior year for the competitive hotels. 

FIGURE 5-12 
YEAR-TO-DATE THROUGH JANUARY  

2017 2018 Percent Change

Occupancy 48.8% 48.1% -1.4%
ADR $100.98 $105.25 4.2%

Room Night Demand 46,820 52,945 13.1%
 

Source: STR 
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The competitive hotel’s occupancy declined, ADR increased, and room night 
demand increased over the 2017 levels. Occupancy declined due to the market 
absorbing new supply of hotel rooms. 

Market penetration measures how an individual hotel property performs in 
comparison to the market. Occupancy penetration is the occupancy of the hotel 
divided by the market occupancy. Yield penetration is the RevPAR of a hotel 
divided by the RevPAR of the market. A penetration factor greater than one 
indicates a property is performing better than the market. A penetration factor 
less than one indicates that a property is underperforming the market. The 
following figure shows occupancy and yield penetrations of the hotels in the 
competitive set. 

FIGURE 5-13 
OCCUPANCY AND YIELD PENETRATION 

Occupancy Penetration
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 110 - 120% 115%

Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 110 - 120% 111%
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 100 - 110% 105%

Secondary Competi tors 99% 99%
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 75 - 80% 80%

Yield Penetration
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 140 - 150% 147%

Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 140 - 150% 146%
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 100 - 110% 110%

Secondary Competi tors 90% 90%
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 65 - 70% 68%

 
Sources: STR and HVS 

The hotel market shows significant seasonal variation, with summer displaying the 
highest average daily rates and occupancy and winter with the lowest average 
daily rates and occupancy. 

Occupancy and Yield 
Penetration 

Seasonality 
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FIGURE 5-14 
SEASONALITY GRAPH OF THE WEIGHTED COMPETITIVE SET 
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Source: STR 

Group demand is strongest in the spring and fall months, and tourists drive 
transient demand during its peak in the summer months. 

STR data have certain limitations. Hotels are occasionally added to or removed 
from the sample and not every property reports data in a consistent and timely 
manner. These factors can influence the overall quality of the information. These 
inconsistencies may also cause the STR data to differ from the results of our 
competitive survey. Nonetheless, STR data provide the best indication of aggregate 
growth or decline in existing supply and demand; thus, these trends are 
considered in our analysis.  

The figure below shows the historical performance of the competitive set 
including the occupancy rates, ADR, and RevPAR.  

Historical Market 
Performance 
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FIGURE 5-15 
HISTORICAL ROOM NIGHT DEMAND, ADR, AND REVPAR  
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Source: STR 

These data reflect an overall market occupancy level of 69% in 2017, an increase 
from 68% for 2016. The overall average occupancy level for the period shown in 
the above figure was 66%. The economic downturn of 2008 through 2019 resulted 
in lower demand and occupancy rates in the market. Occupancy increased in 2011, 
and 2012 but fell in 2013. Growth returned in 2014 and continued through 2017. 

The overall market average rate increased to $143.12 in 2017 from 140.26 for 
2016. The average rate across to the period was $127.91 but has fluctuated from a 
low of $118.94 to a high of $143.12 from 2008 to 2017. Rates have been modestly 
increasing from 2010 levels including growth in 2017, which had the highest rate 
from 2008 to 2017. These occupancy and average rate trends resulted in a RevPAR 
level of $98.55 in 2017.  

A review of the trends in occupancy, average rate, and RevPAR by the night of the 
week over the past three fiscal years provides some insight into the impact that 
the current economic conditions have had on the competitive lodging market. The 
figure below shows the data provided by Smith Travel Research. 

Weekly Patterns of 
Lodging Demand 
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FIGURE 5-16 
OCCUPANCY AND AVERAGE RATE BY DAY OF WEEK  
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Source: STR 

Leisure travelers and non-business-related groups generate high occupancy on 
Friday and Saturday nights. Commercial travel generates strong demand on 
Tuesday and Wednesday nights. The peak rate is on Friday and Saturday nights, 
which reflects the impact of leisure demand on weekends. 

New hotels may affect the Proposed Hotel’s operating performance. Based on our 
research and inspection (as applicable), new supply considered in our analysis is 
presented in the following figure.  

FIGURE 5-17 
ROOM SUPPLY PROJECTIONS (WEIGHTED DAILY ROOM COUNTS) 

2,403 2,624 2,863 3,064 3,263 3,263 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Existing Primary New Primary Existing Secondary New Secondary

 

The figure below summarizes our assumptions regarding new supply. 

Supply Changes 
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FIGURE 5-18 
NEW SUPPLY 

Year Proposed Property
Competitive 

Weight
Proposed 

Rooms
Weighted 

Room Count
Cumulative Weighted 

Room Count

2019 Res ident Inn Town Center 50% 120 60
2019 Marriott Vi rginia  Beach 100% 300 300
2019 Hyatt Place Town Center 50% 120 60
2020 Hampton Inn & Sui tes 40% 100 40
2021 Proposed Hotel 100% 400 400

Tota ls 1,040 860
 

Other potential new hotels were not factored directly into our analysis due to their 
location, market orientation, and size. Though not directly competitive, new hotel 
supply could affect absorption of room night demand in the competitive set. By 
2021, we anticipate a cumulative increase of 1,040 available rooms of which 860 
will be competitive.  

While we have taken reasonable steps to investigate proposed hotel projects and 
their status, due to the nature of real estate development, it is impossible to 
determine with certainty every hotel that would open in the future. Future 
improvement in market conditions would raise the risk of increased competition. 
Our forecasts reflect this risk. 

The following figure presents data on the performance of the weighted 
competitive set. HVS estimated performance results and in some cases weighted 
data on secondary competitors. In this respect, this information differs from the 
previously presented STR data. 

FIGURE 5-19 
COMPETITIVE SET RECENT MARKET PERFORMANCE 

Year
Accommodated 

Room Nights
Room Nights 

Available 

Competitive 
Hotels 

Occupancy

Competitive 
Hotels ADR

Competitive 
Hotels RevPAR

Amount
2015 514,000 766,000 67.1% $147.63 $99.06
2016 524,000 766,000 68.4% $151.73 $103.79
2017 586,000 856,000 68.5% $154.00 $105.42

Percent Change
2016 1.9% 0.0% 1.9% 2.8% 4.8%
2017 11.8% 11.7% 0.1% 1.5% 1.6%

 

Demand 
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In 2017, growth in demand (11.8%) kept pace with growth in available room 
nights (11.7%). 

The purpose of segmenting the competitive lodging market is to define each major 
type of demand, identify customer characteristics, and estimate future growth 
trends. For the demand analysis, the overall competitive market is divided into 
three segments based on the nature of travel. Based on our fieldwork and 
knowledge of the local lodging market, we estimate the 2017 distribution of 
accommodated room night demand as shown in the figure below. 

FIGURE 5-20 
ACCOMMODATED ROOM NIGHT DEMAND  

Market Segment Room Nights

Commercia l 208,492 36%
Leisure 198,035 34%
Meeting and Group 179,765 31%

Total 586,292 100%

Percent of Total Demand

 

The commercial segment is the largest, generating 36% of total room night 
demand.  

Commercial demand (36% of total demand) is mainly individual business people 
passing through the market or visiting area businesses, in addition to high-volume 
corporate accounts generated by local firms. Brand loyalty (particularly frequent-
traveler programs), as well as location and convenience with respect to businesses 
and amenities, influence lodging choices in this segment. Companies typically 
designate hotels as “preferred” accommodations in return for more favorable 
rates. Commercial demand is strongest Monday through Thursday nights, declines 
significantly on Friday and Saturday, and increases somewhat on Sunday night. In 
markets where the weekday occupancy often exceeds 90%, some 
unaccommodated commercial demand is likely to be present. It is relatively 
constant throughout the year, with marginal declines in late December and during 
other holiday periods.  

Commercial demand in the subject property’s market is generated by a wide 
variety of corporations, with telecommunications companies, healthcare, advance 
technologies/defense sectors, and government contractors generating significant 
demand. 

The meeting and group demand (31% of total demand) include meetings, 
seminars, conventions, trade shows, and similar gatherings of ten or more people. 
Peak convention demand typically occurs in the spring and fall. Although there are 

Demand Analysis 
Using Market 
Segmentation 

Commercial Demand  

Meeting and Group 
Demand  
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numerous classifications within the meeting and group segment, the primary 
categories considered in this analysis are corporate groups, associations, and 
SMERFE (social, military, educational, religious, fraternal, and ethnic) groups. 
Corporate groups typically meet during the business week most commonly in the 
spring and fall months. These groups often are the most profitable for hotels, as 
they typically pay higher rates and usually generate ancillary revenues including 
food, beverage, and banquet revenue. SMERFE groups are typically price-sensitive 
and tend to meet on weekends or during the summer months or holiday season 
when greater discounts are usually available. They generate limited ancillary 
revenues. The profile and revenue potential of associations varies depending on 
the group and the purpose of their meeting or event.  

Factors related to group demand considered in our development of growth rates 
for this segment include the market’s local corporate sources, which generate 
some group business. In the greater market area, the SMERFE sub-segment within 
the meeting and group segment is the strongest. The Hampton Roads area is a 
popular drive-to location that attracts numerous church, youth, and sport groups 
to participate in the area’s tourist attractions. We have also considered the 
Proposed Hotel's anticipated ability to market itself as a conference center hotel 
with the availability of ample meeting space in conjunction with the VBCC. The 
property will also benefit from room night demand generated by events held at the 
VBCC and the Sports Center. 

Leisure demand (34% of total demand) is from individuals and families spending 
time in an area or passing through in route to other destinations. Travel purposes 
include sightseeing, recreation, or visiting friends and relatives. Leisure demand 
also includes room nights booked through Internet sites such as Expedia, 
hotels.com, and Priceline; however, leisure may not be the purpose of the stay. 
This demand may also include business travelers and group and convention 
attendees who use these channels to take advantage of any discounts that may be 
available on these sites. Leisure demand is strongest Friday and Saturday nights 
and all week during holiday periods and the summer months. These peak periods 
represent the inverse of commercial visitation trends, underscoring the stabilizing 
effect of capturing weekend and summer tourist travel. Future leisure demand is 
related to the overall economic health of the region and the nation. Trends 
showing changes in state and regional unemployment and disposable personal 
income correlate strongly with leisure travel levels. 

The typical length of stay ranges from one to four days, depending on the 
destination and travel purpose, and the rate of double occupancy typically ranges 
from 1.8 to 2.5 people per room. Price sensitivity tends to vary with the product 
type. All-suite properties with inclusive food and beverage would tend to drive 

Leisure Demand  
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strong leisure room rates while highway properties with limited amenities 
typically offer more discounted leisure room rates. 

Leisure demand in the area is generated primarily by the popularity of Virginia 
Beach during the summer months. During the shoulder months and the low 
season, leisure demand is driven primarily by transient travelers heading south for 
the winter or back north for the summer and spring break activity. 

HVS applies growth rates to each segment to determine the level of future demand. 
HVS based demand growth rate estimates on interviews with hotel managers, 
assessment of data on occupancy trends, economic and demographic data, and 
identification of demand generators.  

The figure below shows estimated base growth rates by market segment. 

FIGURE 5-21 
ESTIMTED ANNUAL BASE GROWTH RATES BY MARKET SEGMENTS 

Segment 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Average

Commercia l 3.5% 3.5% 4.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.0% 1.5% 0.5% 2.6%
Meeting and Group 4.0% 3.5% 4.5% 3.5% 4.0% 2.5% 2.0% 1.0% 3.1%
Leisure 3.0% 4.0% 7.0% 4.0% 3.5% 2.5% 2.0% 1.0% 3.4%

Weighted Overall Change 3.5% 3.7% 5.2% 3.5% 3.5% 2.3% 1.8% 0.8% 3.0%
 

The addition of four new hotels including the 300-room oceanfront Marriott to the 
market in 2019 and 2020 will generate significant growth in demand. 

Latent demand reflects potential room night demand that has not been realized by 
the existing competitive supply. Unaccommodated demand and induced demand 
make up latent demand. 

Unaccommodated demand refers to individuals who are unable to secure 
accommodations in the market because all the local hotels are filled. These 
travelers must defer their trips, settle for less desirable accommodations, or stay 
in properties located outside the market area. Because this demand did not yield 
occupied room nights, it is not included in the estimate of historically 
accommodated room night demand. If additional lodging facilities are expected to 
enter the market, it is reasonable to assume that these guests would be able to 
secure hotel rooms in the future, and it is, therefore, necessary to quantify this 
demand. 

Estimated Demand 
Growth by Market 
Segment 

Latent Demand 

Unaccommodated 
Demand 
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The seasonality of the market indicates that although year-end occupancy may not 
average more than 70%, the market sells out many nights during the year 
indicating unaccommodated demand. The primary source of unaccommodated 
demand is the popular summer season, which has historically had the highest 
occupancy rates. The following figure presents our estimate of unaccommodated 
demand. 

FIGURE 5-22 
UNACCOMMODATED DEMAND ESTIMATE 

Market Segment
Total Room 

Nights
% of 

Total

Leisure 198,035 7.5% 14,764
Meeting and Group 179,765 2.3% 4,218
Commercia l 208,492 1.0% 2,109

Total 586,292 3.6% 21,092

Room Nights

 

Utilizing monthly and weekly peak demand and sell-out trends, we estimate that 
3.6% of the base-year demand is unaccommodated.  

Induced demand represents the additional room nights attracted to the market 
following the introduction of a new demand generator. Situations that can result in 
induced demand include the opening of a new manufacturing plant, the expansion 
of a convention center, or the addition of a new hotel with a distinct chain 
affiliation or unique facilities.  

In Section 4 of this study, we presented an estimate of induced demand from the 
VBCC due to the opening of the Proposed Hotel and the Sports Center. The 
competitive hotels represent only a subset of the rooms available in the local 
market. A portion of the demand induced by the opening of the Proposed Hotel 
and the Sports Center will flow to the competitive hotels, as shown in the following 
figure. 

FIGURE 5-23  
ALLOCATION OF INDUCED DEMAND 

Source of Induced Demand
Total Induced 
Room Nights

% Allocated into 
Competitive 

Hotels

Induced Demand 
into Competitive 

Hotels

Opening of Sport Center 90,900 30% 27,270
Convention Center 53,300 90% 47,970
Proposed Hotel  Meeting Space 15,000 100% 15,000

Totals 159,200 90,240
 

Induced Demand 
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The following figure shows estimated induced demand for room nights that would 
enter the competitive set over a four-year ramp-up period. 

FIGURE 5-24  
TIMING OF INDUCED DEMAND 

Year

2020 8,181
2021 38,625
2022 73,826
2023 83,943
2024 90,240

Total Induced

 

Using historical room night demand as a starting point and applying the previously 
discussed assumptions, HVS estimated room night demand in the competitive set 
by market segment as shown in the figure below.  

FIGURE 5-25 
ROOM NIGHT DEMAND BY MARKET SEGMENT 

Market Segment Room Nights

Commercia l 208,492 36%
Leisure 198,035 34%
Meeting and Group 179,765 31%

Total 586,292 100%

Percent of Total Demand

 

Four variables make up accommodated demand: 1) base demand—sources 
currently generating room nights, 2) previously unaccommodated demand 
absorbed due to growth in room supply, and 3) induced demand that is new to the 
market. These estimates are adjusted by 4) residual demand—the estimated 
number of room nights not accommodated due to supply constraints. The figure 
below breaks down room night demand by these sources.  

Accommodated 
Demand and Market-
wide Occupancy 
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FIGURE 5-26 
ANNUAL ROOM NIGHT DEMAND BY SOURCE 

Source 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Base Accommodated 586,000 607,000 629,000 661,000 685,000 708,000 725,000 738,000 744,000
Previous ly Unaccommodated 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 26,000 27,000 27,000
Induced 0 0 0 8,000 39,000 74,000 84,000 90,000 90,000
Tota l  Ava i lable Demand 607,000 628,000 650,000 690,000 745,000 803,000 835,000 855,000 861,000
(Less  Res idual  Demand) (21,000) (23,000) (21,000) (11,000) (11,000) (4,000) (14,000) (25,000) (30,000)
Tota l  Accommodated Demand 586,000 605,000 629,000 679,000 734,000 799,000 821,000 830,000 831,000

Accommodated Demand Change 12.0% 3.3% 4.1% 8.3% 8.0% 9.0% 2.2% 1.1% 0.2%

Avai lable Room Night Change 11.7% 2.4% 9.2% 9.1% 7.0% 6.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Competi tive Set Occupancy 68% 69% 66% 65% 66% 67% 69% 70% 70%
 

Over the projection period, room night demand is estimated to grow at a 
compound average annual rate of 4.0%. HVS used these demand projections to 
forecast the Proposed Hotel's occupancy and average rate. 

Along with average rate results, the occupancy levels achieved by the Proposed 
Hotel would be the foundation of the property's financial performance. To a 
certain degree, management can manipulate the level of occupancy. For example, 
hotel operators may choose to lower rates to maximize occupancy. Our forecasts 
reflect an operating strategy that we believe would be implemented by a typical 
professional hotel management team to achieve an optimal mix of occupancy and 
average rate.  

The Proposed Hotel's forecasted market share and occupancy levels are based 
upon its anticipated competitive position within the market, as quantified by its 
penetration rate. The penetration rate is the ratio of a property's market share to 
its fair share. A hotel achieves a fair share when its share of occupied room nights 
equals its share of available room nights.  

HVS analyzed the market penetration of each of the properties in the competitive 
set. The following figure ranks the market penetration of each hotel by market 
segment. 

Projections of 
Occupancy and 
Average Rate 

Penetration Rate 
Analysis 

Market Penetration  
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FIGURE 5-27 
HISTORICAL OCCUPANCY PENETRATION RATES  

Commercial Penetration
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 140%

Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 118%
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 114%

Secondary Competi tion 92%
DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 79%

Meeting and Group Penetration
Secondary Competi tion 111%

Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 109%
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 86%

DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 79%
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 56%

Leisure Penetration
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 171%

Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 109%
Secondary Competi tion 96%

DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach 83%
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 82%

 

The Westin Virginia Beach Town Center had the highest commercial penetration 
due to extensive facilities, upscale brand, and town center location. The secondary 
competitors had the highest penetration of the meeting and group segment due to 
the inclusion of the large meeting-oriented hotels in Norfolk. The Hilton Garden 
Inn Virginia Beach Oceanfront had the highest penetration of the leisure segment 
due to oceanfront location, new construction, and strong brand.  

The Proposed Hotel was positioned within each market segment. The Proposed 
Hotel would under penetrate the commercial segment due to a location remote 
from the major sources of commercial demand. The Proposed Hotel would: 

• over-penetrate the meeting and group segment due to the adjacent VBCC 
and Sports Center and  

• under penetrate the leisure segment due to a non-beachfront location.  

The figure below shows our estimates of market penetration of the Proposed 
Hotel. 
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FIGURE 5-28 
OCCUPANCY PENETRATION OF THE PROPOSED HOTEL 

Meeting and Group 151%

Leisure 72%

Commercial 65%
 

We estimate that the Proposed Hotel would achieve 100.1% overall occupancy 
penetration in a stabilized year of operation of 2024/25. As is typical of new 
hotels, it may take several years to ramp-up to its stabilized occupancy level. HVS 
assumes a four-year ramp up, after the opening of the Proposed Hotel. At 
stabilization in 2024/25, the Proposed Hotel could achieve an occupancy rate as 
shown in the figure below. The occupancy rate is rounded to the nearest 
percentage when projecting room revenues in the Pro Forma. 

FIGURE 5-29 
PROPOSED HOTEL 

ROOM NIGHT ABSORPTION AND OCCUPANCY ESTIMATES FISCAL YEAR 
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

Available Room Nights 146,000 146,000 146,000 146,000

Absorption by Segment
Commercial 18,100 19,400 20,000 20,000
Meeting and Group 48,500 53,900 57,100 58,400
Leisure 20,600 22,500 23,500 23,600

Total Absorption 87,200 95,800 100,600 102,000

Projected Occupancy 60% 66% 69% 70%

Percent Segmentation
Commercial 21% 20% 20% 20%
Meeting and Group 56% 56% 57% 57%
Leisure 24% 23% 23% 23%  

The stabilized occupancy reflects the anticipated results of the property over its 
remaining economic life, given all changes in the life cycle of the hotel. Thus, the 
stabilized occupancy excludes from consideration any abnormal relationship 
between supply and demand, as well as any nonrecurring conditions that may 
result in unusually high or low occupancies. Although the Proposed Hotel may 
operate at occupancies above this stabilized level, new competition, and 
temporary economic downturns could force the occupancy below our stabilized 
projection.  
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6. Average Rate Analysis for the Proposed Hotel 

The average rate is calculated by dividing the total rooms revenue achieved during 
a specified period by the number of rooms sold during the same period. The 
projected average rate and the anticipated occupancy percentage are used to 
forecast rooms revenue, which in turn provides the basis for estimating most other 
income and expense categories.  

Although average rate and occupancy are highly correlated, one cannot project 
occupancy without making specific assumptions regarding average rate. Revenue 
per available room (“RevPAR”) reflects a property's ability to maximize rooms 
revenue with the optimal balance of rate and occupancy. The following figure 
summarizes the historical average rate and the RevPAR of the subject property’s 
future primary competitors. 

FIGURE 6-1  
BASE-YEAR AVERAGE RATE AND REVPAR OF THE COMPETITORS  

Property
2017 Average 

Room Rate
ADR 

Penetration
RevPAR

RevPAR 
Penetration

DoubleTree by Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach $130 - $140 84% $71.50 68%
Hi l ton Garden Inn Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 190 - 200 127% 154.05 146%
Hi l ton Vi rginia  Beach Oceanfront 210 - 220 140% 155.52 147%
Westin Vi rginia  Beach Town Center 140 - 150 99% 115.52 110%

Average - Primary Competi tors $174.73 113% $120.74 114%
Average - Secondary Competi tors 138.78 90% 94.42 90%

Overall Average $154.00 $105.46
  

The primary competitors realized an overall average rate of $174.73 in the 2017 
base year, improving from the 2016 level of $174.52.  

The following figure illustrates the projected ADR in a calendar year. As a context 
for the average rate growth factors, note that we have applied a base underlying 
inflation rate of 2.5% annually throughout our projection period.  

Average Rate Analysis 

Competitive Position 
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FIGURE 6-2  
COMPETITIVE HOTELS AND PROPOSED HOTEL AVERAGE RATE FORECAST 

Year

Base Year 68.5 % — $154.00 — — $150.00 97.4 %
2018 69.1 2.0 % 157.08 — 2.0 % 153.00 97.4
2019 65.8 2.5 161.01 — 2.5 156.83 97.4
2020 65.3 2.5 165.03 — % 2.5 160.75 97.4
2021 65.9 2.5 169.16 57.0 2.5 164.76 97.4
2022 67.5 2.5 173.39 63.0 2.5 168.88 97.4
2023 69.0 2.5 177.72 68.0 2.5 173.11 97.4
2024 69.8 2.5 182.16 70.0 2.5 177.43 97.4
2025 69.9 2.5 186.72 70.0 2.5 181.87 97.4

Occupancy

Competitive Hotels (Calendar Year) Proposed Hotel (Calendar Year)
Average 

Rate 
Growth

Average 
Rate

Average 
Rate 

Penetration

Average 
Rate 

Growth

Average 
Rate

Occupancy

  

A 2.0% rate of change is expected for the subject property's 2017 base year room 
rate in 2018 supported by the 0.9% STR estimated increase in the ADR, as of year-
to-date through January, 2.0% increase in ADR in 2017, and 3.1% over the last five 
years. HVS projects growth rates of 2.5% and 2.5% in 2019 and 2020, respectively 
as the market absorbs recent increases in supply and upscale oceanfront 
properties such as the 300-room Marriott open. The Proposed Hotel would 
achieve an ADR penetration rate of 97.4% by the stabilized period.  

The projected calendar year ADR for the Proposed Hotel is converted to a July 1 
fiscal year, as shown in the following figure. The projected ADR for the Proposed 
Hotel is before the discount of 3% in 2021/22 and 1% in 2022/23 during the 
stabilization period. 
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 FIGURE 6-3  
FISCAL YEAR COMPETITIVE HOTELS AND PROPOSED HOTEL AVERAGE RATE FORECAST 

Base Year 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
Competitive Hotels $154 $159 $163 $167 $171 $176 $180 $184
Proposed Hotel $0 $0 $0 $163 $162 $169 $175 $180

Competitive Hotels Proposed Hotel
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7. Projection of Income and Expense for the Proposed 
Hotel 

Estimates of average rate and occupancy allow the projection of room revenue, 
which forms the basis of income and expense projections. The number of guests 
drives other revenue sources of the Proposed Hotel such as food, beverages, and 
telephone income. Many expense levels also vary with occupancy.  

We assume operation would begin on July 1, 2021. The forecast of income and 
expense is stated in current dollars for each operating year. We expect hotel 
operations to ramp up during three years after opening. The stabilized year 
reflects the anticipated operating results of the property over its remaining 
economic life. Thus, income and expense estimates from the stabilized year 
forward exclude from consideration any abnormal relationship between supply 
and demand, as well as any nonrecurring conditions that may result in unusual 
revenues or expenses. 

The projections of revenue (other than room revenue) and expense for the 
Proposed Hotel rely on comparable operating statements from the HVS database. 
We carefully selected comparable operating statements based on similarities with 
the Proposed Hotel including room count, property type, location in urban 
markets, amounts of function space, occupancy rates, and average daily room 
rates. A full year’s data on each property is available within the last three years.  

The following figure shows the room count, meeting space, occupancy, average 
rate, and RevPAR of the comparable hotels and compares them with the Proposed 
Hotel.  

Methodology 
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FIGURE 7-1 
 OVERVIEW OF COMPARABLE OPERATING STATEMENTS  

Comp A Comp B Comp C Comp D Comp E
Subject 
Hotel 

Year 2016/17 2016/17 2016 2015/16 2015 *

Number of Rooms: 360 to 450 360 to 450 260 to 330 310 to 390 270 to 340 400

Meeting Space 60,000 18,166 22,000 40,000 42,000 37,400 

Occupied Rooms: 109,780 102,153 76,506 95,960 84,099 102,200

Occupancy: 74% 69% 71% 74% 75% 70%

Average Rate: $122 $149 $150 $166 $151 $149

RevPAR: $91 $103 $106 $123 $113 $104

*A stabilized year of operation. Dollar amounts shown in 2017 dollars.  
Sources: Respective Venues and HVS 

Further analysis of the comparable hotels provides benchmarks used in our 
forecast of income and expense. The three most common measures of industry 
performance: ratio to sales (“RTS”), amounts per available room (“PAR”), and 
amounts per occupied room night (“POR”) are used to present the financial data. 
The following figure compares our forecasts for the Proposed Hotel to the 
comparable properties on each of these metrics.  
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FIGURE 7-2 
COMPARABLE OPERATING STATEMENTS--RATIO TO SALES  

RANK - PERCENTAGES 1 2 3 4 5 6

REVENUE
   Rooms 78.7 65.7 63.6 61.8 59.3 51.0

   Food & Beverage 45.8 34.8 34.1 33.5 29.8 19.2
   Other Operated Departments 10.0 2.8 2.1 1.7 0.9 0.0

Miscel laneous  Income 3.3 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES
   Rooms 23.8 23.1 23.0 22.3 22.2 21.4

   Food & Beverage 81.7 67.7 66.0 61.2 57.9 46.2
   Other Operated Departments 100.9 65.0 42.9 42.8 10.8 0.0

OPERATING EXPENSES
   Adminis trative & Genera l 8.2 8.2 7.7 7.3 7.2 6.3

   Info. and Telecom. Systems 2.1 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
   Marketing 9.3 8.6 7.5 7.4 7.1 6.9

   Franchise Fee 8.4 6.8 6.2 5.2 4.9 2.0
   Property Operations  & Maintenance 4.5 4.3 4.2 3.7 3.5 3.4

   Uti l i ties 5.5 5.0 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.4

Total Operating Expenses 34.0 31.4 30.2 29.5 27.8 24.2

HOUSE PROFIT 40.1 39.2 34.1 33.2 31.5 29.7

indicates position of Proposed Hotel
indicates position of comparable hotels  
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FIGURE 7-3 
 AMOUNTS PER AVAILABLE ROOM  

RANK - INCOME PER ROOM 1 2 3 4 5 6

REVENUE
   Rooms 45,036 41,185 38,680 38,137 37,628 33,133

   Food & Beverage 36,980 22,668 20,440 19,729 18,664 9,199
   Other Operated Departments 7,631 1,482 1,022 986 501 0

Miscel laneous  Income 2,653 620 338 319 24 0

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES
   Rooms 9,810 9,617 8,941 8,772 8,342 7,396

   Food & Beverage 18,524 17,102 13,490 11,423 11,414 6,224
   Other Operated Departments 821 664 636 505 422 0

OPERATING EXPENSES
   Adminis trative & Genera l 6,204 5,079 4,813 4,300 4,132 3,505

   Info. and Telecom. Systems 1,114 550 45 0 0 0
   Marketing 6,982 5,406 4,966 4,500 4,386 3,298

   Franchise Fee 4,045 4,010 3,717 3,637 2,782 1,651
   Property Operations  & Maintenance 3,153 2,751 2,654 2,284 2,200 1,688

   Uti l i ties 3,085 2,969 2,928 2,629 2,500 1,618
Total Operating Expenses 21,109 19,548 18,504 18,207 18,095 14,119

HOUSE PROFIT 32,438 25,883 19,546 18,897 18,730 15,956

indicates position of Proposed Hotel
indicates position of comparable hotels  

FIGURE 7-4 
 AMOUNTS PER OCCUPIED ROOM NIGHT 

RANK - PER OCCUPIED ROOM 1 2 3 4 5 6

REVENUE
   Rooms 166 151 150 149 149 122

   Food & Beverage 135 83 80 76 69 36
   Other Operated Departments 28 5 4 4 2 0

Miscel laneous  Income 10 2 1 1 0 0

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES
   Rooms 36 35 35 34 33 27

   Food & Beverage 68 63 53 44 42 25
   Other Operated Departments 3 3 2 2 2 0

OPERATING EXPENSES
   Adminis trative & Genera l 23 19 19 17 15 14

   Info. and Telecom. Systems 4 2 0 0 0 0
   Marketing 26 20 18 18 17 13

   Franchise Fee 16 16 14 14 10 6
   Property Operations  & Maintenance 12 10 10 9 8 7

   Uti l i ties 11 11 11 10 10 6
Total Operating Expenses 78 72 72 71 67 56

HOUSE PROFIT 119 95 76 74 74 59

indicates position of Proposed Hotel
indicates position of comparable hotels  
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HVS uses a fixed and variable component model to project a lodging facility's 
revenue and expense levels. The following figure illustrates the revenue and 
expense categories that can be projected using this fixed and variable component 
model.  

FIGURE 7-5 
 RANGE OF FIXED AND VARIABLE RATIOS 

Category Index of Variability

Revenues
   Food 25 - 50 % 50 - 75 % Occupancy 25 %
   Beverage 0 - 30 70 - 100 Occupancy 25
   Other 30 - 70 30 - 70 Occupancy 70
   Renta ls  & Other Income 30 - 70 30 - 70 Occupancy 70

Departmental Expenses
   Rooms 50 - 70 30 - 50  Revenue 60
   Food & Beverage 35 - 60 40 - 65  Revenue 60
   Other 30 - 70 30 - 70 Beverage Revenue 70

Undistributed Operating Expenses
   Adminis trative & Genera l 65 - 85 15 - 35 Other 75
   Marketing 65 - 85 15 - 35 Other 75
   Prop. Operations  & Maint. 55 - 75 25 - 45 Occupancy 75
   Uti l i ties 75 - 95 5 - 25 Occupancy 75

Percent 
Fixed

Percent 
Variable

Fixed 
Ratio

 

HVS uses a fixed and variable component model to project a lodging facility's 
revenue and expense levels. This model is based on the premise that hotel 
revenues and expenses have one component that is fixed and another that varies 
directly with occupancy and facility usage. A projection can be made by taking a 
known level of revenue or expense and calculating its fixed and variable 
components. The fixed component is then increased in tandem with the underlying 
rate of inflation, while the variable component is adjusted for a specific measure of 
volume such as total revenue.  

The actual forecast is derived by adjusting each year’s revenue and expense by the 
amount fixed (the fixed expense multiplied by the inflated base-year amount) plus 
the variable amount (the variable expense multiplied by the inflated base-year 
amount) multiplied by the ratio of the projection year’s occupancy to the base-year 
occupancy (in the case of departmental revenue and expense) or the ratio of the 
projection year’s revenue to the base year’s revenue (in the case of undistributed 
operating expenses). Fixed expenses remain fixed, increasing only with inflation. 
Our discussion of the revenue and expense forecast in this report is based upon 
the output derived from the fixed and variable model. This forecast of revenue and 

Fixed and Variable 
Component Analysis 
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expense is accomplished through a systematic approach, following the format of 
the Uniform System of Accounts for the Lodging Industry. Each category of revenue 
and expense is estimated separately and combined at the end in the final 
statement of income and expense. 

The Proposed Hotel would reach a stabilized level of operation in 2024/25. The 
forecast is based on fiscal years beginning July 1, 2021, expressed in inflated 
dollars for each year.  

The estimated number of occupied room nights and the average daily room rate 
determine room revenue in any given year. The Proposed Hotel would stabilize at 
an occupancy level of 70%, with an average daily rate of $179.63 in 2024/25. 
Following the stabilized year, the subject property’s average rate would increase 
with the rate of inflation. 

A hotel's restaurants, lounges, coffee shops, snack bars, banquet rooms, and room 
service generate the food and beverage income. In addition to providing a source 
of revenue, these outlets serve as an amenity that assists in the sale of guestrooms. 
In the case of the Proposed Hotel, the food and beverage department will include a 
160-seat restaurant with private dining, 60-seat lounge, and 20-seat coffee shop; 
moreover, meeting space is expected to span 37,400 square feet. Although a 
portion of food and beverage revenue varies directly with changes in occupancy, 
the portion generated by banquet sales and outside capture is relatively fixed. We 
project food and beverage revenue to be $96.28 per occupied room for hotel food 
service by the stabilized year.  

Other operated departments include any major or minor operated department 
other than rooms and food and beverage. Telephone revenue and expense is now 
considered a component of other operated departments. Based on our review of 
operations with similar other department operations, we have determined an 
appropriate revenue level for the Proposed Hotel at 1.7% of gross revenues. 

The in-room movie and game charges will generate the Proposed Hotel’s rentals 
and other income revenue. Based on our review of operations with a similar extent 
of offerings, we determined an appropriate revenue level for the Proposed Hotel at 
0.5% of gross revenues.  

Rooms expense consists of items related to the sale and upkeep of guestrooms and 
public space. Salaries, wages, and employee benefits account for a substantial 
portion of this category. Although payroll varies somewhat with occupancy and 
managers can scale the level of service staff on hand to meet an expected 
occupancy level, much of a hotel's payroll is fixed. Hotel operations require a base 
level of front desk personnel, housekeepers, and supervisors at all times. As a 

Forecast of Income and 
Expense 

Rooms 

Food and Beverage 
Revenue 

Other Operated 
Departments Revenue 

Rentals & Other 
Income 

Department Expenses 
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result, salaries, wages, and employee benefits are only moderately sensitive to 
changes in occupancy. The rooms department is projected to average 23.0% of 
department revenues by the first stabilized year. 

Food and beverage departmental expenses consist of items necessary for the 
primary operation of a hotel's food and banquet facilities. Most of the cost of food 
and beverage sales and related payroll vary with the level of food revenues; 
however, this departmental operation has a fixed component. We have projected a 
stabilized expense ratio of 66% in the Proposed Hotel for hotel food & beverage.  

Other operated departments expense includes all expenses for the divisions 
associated with these categories. The other operated department's expense would 
average 65% of department revenues in the first stabilized year of 2024/25. 

In 2024/25, department level expenses average 38.3% of gross revenues, which 
would generate a department income of $17.8 million. 

Administrative and general expense includes the salaries and wages of all 
administrative personnel not directly associated with a department. Other costs 
include management and operation of the property. These expenses would 
average 7.2% of gross revenues in the first stabilized year of 2024/25. 

Information and telecommunications systems expense consists of all costs 
associated with a hotel’s technology infrastructure. The costs include cell phones, 
telephone, and Internet services. Expenses in this category are typically organized 
by type of technology, or the area benefitting from the technology solution. These 
expenses would average 0.9% of gross revenues in the first stabilized year of 
2024/25 

Marketing expense consists of costs associated with advertising, sales, and 
promotion; these activities focus on attracting and retaining customers. Marketing 
creates an image, develops customer awareness, and stimulate patronage of a 
property's various facilities. Management controls the level of marketing 
expenditures. These expenses would average 7.5% of gross revenues by the first 
stabilized year of 2024/25. 

A brand has not been selected for the Proposed Hotel, and the terms of the 
franchise agreement have not been determined. For purposes of this study a 
franchse fee of 5.00% of gross room revenues and 3.00% of food and beverage 
sales, plus a 4.00% of gross room revenues brand marketing fee has been included 
in the expenses of operation.  

Undistributed 
Operating Expenses 
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Property operations and maintenance expenditures maintain the functionality and 
appearance of the property. Management has certain discretion over this expense 
category due to the ability to delay certain maintenance. These expenses would 
average 3.7% of gross revenues in the first stabilized year of 2024/25 

The consumption of various utilities by a lodging facility takes several forms, 
including water and space heating, air conditioning, lighting, cooking fuel, and 
other miscellaneous power requirements. The most common sources of hotel 
utilities are electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, and steam. This category also includes 
the cost of water service. These expenses would average 4.2% of gross revenues in 
the first stabilized year of 2024/25. 

Undistributed operating expenses are expected to average 30.2% of gross 
revenues by the stabilized year of 2024/25, which generates a house profit of 
$9.10 million or 31.5% of gross revenues. 

Details about management terms were not determined at the time of this report; 
however, we assume that the proposed hotel will be professionally managed, with 
fees deducted at rates consistent with the current market standard. We have 
assumed a market-appropriate total management fee of 3.0% of gross revenues.  

Property taxes are estimated at 2.5% of gross operating revenues in a stabilized 
year. The estimate of property taxes should be confirmed after a brand and site is 
selected, and a construction budget establish. 

The insurance expense covers the hotel and its contents against damage or 
destruction by fire, weather, sprinkler leakage, boiler explosion, plate glass 
breakage, and so forth. General insurance costs also include premiums relating to 
liability, fidelity, and theft coverage. Insurance rates consider many factors, 
including building design and construction, fire detection and extinguishing 
equipment, fire district, distance from the firehouse, and the area's fire experience. 
Insurance and related expenses projected at 0.8% of gross revenues. 

The reserve for replacement for furniture, fixtures, and equipment are essential to 
the operation of a lodging facility, and their quality often influences a property's 
class. The furniture, fixtures, and equipment of a hotel experience heavy use and 
should be replaced at regular intervals. The reserve for replacement expenses 
projected at 4.0% of gross revenues. 

The following figure presents a forecast for the first stabilized year, followed by a 
detailed forecast of the first ten years of operation, including amounts per 
available room and per occupied room. The forecasts pertain to years beginning 
July 1, 2021, in inflated dollars for each year. 

Management Fees 

Property Taxes 

Insurance 

Reserve for 
Replacement 

Summary of 
Projections 
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FIGURE 7-6 
 FIRST STABILIZED YEAR 

STATISTICS 2024/25

Number of Rooms:
Occupancy (Paid Rooms):
Average Rate:
RevPAR:
Days Open:
Occupied Rooms (Paid):

Pro Forma Statement (000's) % of 
Gross  

PAR   POR   

Revenue
Rooms $18,358 63.6 $45,895 $179.63
Food 8,609 29.8 21,524 84.24
Beverage 1,230 4.3 3,075 12.03
Other Operated Departments 492 1.7 1,230 4.81
Miscel laneous  Income 154 0.5 384 1.50
     Total Revenues $28,843 100.0 $72,108 $282.22

Department Expenses
Rooms $4,222 23.0 $10,556 $41.32
Food & Beverage 6,494 66.0 16,235 63.54
Other Operated Departments 320 65.0 799 3.13
  Total Expenses $11,036 38.3 $27,591 $107.99

Departmental Income $17,807 61.7 $44,517 $174.24
Undistributed Operating Expense

Adminis trative & Genera l $2,070 7.2 $5,175 $20.25
Marketing 2,166 7.5 5,416 21.20
Franchise Fee 1,947 6.8 4,869 19.05
Prop. Operations  & Maint. 1,059 3.7 2,648 10.36
Uti l i ties 1,203 4.2 3,009 11.78
Info & Telecom Systems 265 0.9 662 2.59

Total Expense $8,711 30.3 $21,777 $85.23
Gross House Profit $9,096 31.4 $22,740 $89.00
Management Fee $865 3.0 $2,163 $8.47
Income Before Non-Opr. Inc. & Exp. $8,231 28.4 $20,577 $80.54
Non-Operating Income & Expense

Property Taxes $721 2.5 $1,803 $7.06
Insurance 241 0.8 602 2.36
Reserve for Replacement 1,154 4.0 2,884 11.29

Total Expense $2,115 7.3 $5,289 $20.70
EBITDA Less Reserve $6,115 21.1 $15,288 $59.84
*Departmental expenses are expressed as a percentage of departmental revenues.

102,200

400
70%

$179.63
$125.74

365
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FIGURE 7-7 
10 Year Pro Forma (000’s) 

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31

STATISTICS
Number of Rooms 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400

Occupied Room Nights 87,600 96,360 100,740 102,200 102,200 102,200 102,200 102,200 102,200 102,200
Occupancy 60% 66% 69% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70%

Average Rate $161.80 $169.27 $175.25 $179.63 $184.12 $188.73 $193.44 $198.28 $203.24 $208.32
RevPAR $97.08 $111.72 $120.92 $125.74 $128.89 $132.11 $135.41 $138.80 $142.27 $145.82

$000
% of 

Gross
$000

% of 
Gross

$000
% of 

Gross
$000

% of 
Gross

$000
% of 

Gross
$000

% of 
Gross

$000
% of 

Gross
$000

% of 
Gross

$000
% of 

Gross
$000

% of 
Gross

Operating Revenue
Rooms $14,174 61.8 $16,311 63.0 $17,655 63.5 $18,358 63.6 $18,817 63.6 $19,288 63.6 $19,770 63.6 $20,264 63.6 $20,771 63.6 $21,290 63.6
Food 7,138 31.1 7,843 30.3 8,310 29.9 8,609 29.8 8,825 29.8 9,045 29.8 9,271 29.8 9,503 29.8 9,741 29.8 9,984 29.8
Beverage 1,050 4.6 1,133 4.4 1,190 4.3 1,230 4.3 1,261 4.3 1,292 4.3 1,324 4.3 1,358 4.3 1,392 4.3 1,426 4.3
Other Operated Departments 437 1.9 460 1.8 478 1.7 492 1.7 504 1.7 517 1.7 530 1.7 543 1.7 557 1.7 571 1.7
Miscel laneous  Income 137 0.6 144 0.6 149 0.5 154 0.5 158 0.5 162 0.5 166 0.5 170 0.5 174 0.5 178 0.5

Total Operating Revenues $22,936 100.0 $25,892 100.0 $27,782 100.0 $28,843 100.0 $29,564 100.0 $30,304 100.0 $31,061 100.0 $31,838 100.0 $32,634 100.0 $33,450 100.0

Departmental Expense*
Rooms $3,697 26.1 $3,927 24.1 $4,096 23.2 $4,222 23.0 $4,328 23.0 $4,436 23.0 $4,547 23.0 $4,661 23.0 $4,777 23.0 $4,897 23.0
Food & Beverage 5,749 70.2 6,066 67.6 6,306 66.4 6,494 66.0 6,656 66.0 6,823 66.0 6,993 66.0 7,168 66.0 7,347 66.0 7,531 66.0
Other Operated Departments 293 67.0 303 65.8 312 65.2 320 65.0 328 65.0 336 65.0 344 65.0 353 65.0 362 65.0 371 65.0

  Total Expenses $9,739 42.5 $10,296 39.8 $10,714 38.6 $11,036 38.3 $11,312 38.3 $11,595 38.3 $11,885 38.3 $12,182 38.3 $12,487 38.3 $12,799 38.3

Departmental Income $13,198 57.5 $15,596 60.2 $17,069 61.4 $17,807 61.7 $18,252 61.7 $18,709 61.7 $19,177 61.7 $19,656 61.7 $20,147 61.7 $20,651 61.7

Undistributed Operating Expense
Adminis trative & Genera l $1,853 8.1 $1,942 7.5 $2,013 7.2 $2,070 7.2 $2,122 7.2 $2,175 7.2 $2,229 7.2 $2,285 7.2 $2,342 7.2 $2,400 7.2
Marketing 1,939 8.5 2,033 7.9 2,107 7.6 2,166 7.5 2,220 7.5 2,276 7.5 2,333 7.5 2,391 7.5 2,451 7.5 2,512 7.5
Franchise Fee 1,521 6.6 1,737 6.7 1,874 6.7 1,947 6.8 1,996 6.8 2,046 6.8 2,097 6.8 2,150 6.8 2,203 6.8 2,258 6.8
Prop. Operations  & Maint. 948 4.1 994 3.8 1,030 3.7 1,059 3.7 1,086 3.7 1,113 3.7 1,140 3.7 1,169 3.7 1,198 3.7 1,228 3.7
Uti l i ties 1,077 4.7 1,129 4.4 1,170 4.2 1,203 4.2 1,234 4.2 1,264 4.2 1,296 4.2 1,328 4.2 1,362 4.2 1,396 4.2
Info & Telecom Systems 237 1.0 248 1.0 257 0.9 265 0.9 271 0.9 278 0.9 285 0.9 292 0.9 300 0.9 307 0.9

Total Expense $7,576 33.0 $8,083 31.3 $8,451 30.4 $8,711 30.2 $8,929 30.2 $9,152 30.2 $9,381 30.2 $9,615 30.2 $9,856 30.2 $10,102 30.2

Gross House Profit $5,621 24.5 $7,513 28.9 $8,617 31.0 $9,096 31.6 $9,324 31.5 $9,557 31.5 $9,796 31.5 $10,041 31.5 $10,292 31.5 $10,549 31.5

Management Fee $688 3.0 $777 3.0 $833 3.0 $865 3.0 $887 3.0 $909 3.0 $932 3.0 $955 3.0 $979 3.0 $1,003 3.0

Income Before Non-Opr. Inc. & Exp. $4,933 21.5 $6,736 25.9 $7,784 28.0 $8,231 28.6 $8,437 28.5 $8,648 28.5 $8,864 28.5 $9,085 28.5 $9,313 28.5 $9,546 28.5

Non-Operating Income & Expense
Property Taxes $670 2.9 $686 2.7 $703 2.5 $721 2.5 $739 2.5 $758 2.5 $777 2.5 $796 2.5 $816 2.5 $836 2.5
Insurance 224 1.0 229 0.9 235 0.8 241 0.8 247 0.8 253 0.8 259 0.8 266 0.8 272 0.8 279 0.8
Reserve for Replacement 459 2.0 777 3.0 1,111 4.0 1,154 4.0 1,183 4.0 1,212 4.0 1,242 4.0 1,274 4.0 1,305 4.0 1,338 4.0

Total Expense $1,352 5.9 $1,692 6.6 $2,050 7.3 $2,115 7.3 $2,168 7.3 $2,223 7.3 $2,278 7.3 $2,335 7.3 $2,394 7.3 $2,453 7.3

EBITDA Less Reserve $3,582 15.6 $5,044 19.3 $5,734 20.7 $6,115 21.3 $6,268 21.2 $6,425 21.2 $6,586 21.2 $6,750 21.2 $6,919 21.2 $7,092 21.2
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Our analysis projects a profitable hotel operation. The stabilized total revenue 
comprises primarily of rooms and food and beverage revenue, with a relatively 
small portion derived from other income sources. On the cost side, departmental 
expenses total 38.3% of revenue in a stabilized year, while undistributed operating 
expenses total 30.2% of total revenues; this assumes that the property would be 
operated competently by a well-known hotel operator. After a 3.0% of total 
revenues management fee, and 7.3% of total revenues in fixed expenses, a net 
income ratio of 21.2% ($6.12 million) is forecast by 2024/25. 

 

Pro Forma Conclusion 
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8. Convention Center Financial Analysis 

HVS uses a proprietary financial operating model to estimate revenues and 
expenses at conventions centers. This model quantifies the key variables and 
operating ratios that determine revenue potential and expenses levels. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the model assumes an annual inflation rate of 2.5% applies to 
both revenues and expenses. 

The convention center industry does not use a standardized set of accounting 
principles for reporting financial performance. Convention center operators employ 
a variety of accounting methods. Financial statements from different convention 
centers organize revenues and expenses differently. However, a few major revenue 
and expense categories are common to most convention facilities. HVS developed a 
financial operating model that organizes financial operations according to these 
primary revenue and expense categories. Therefore, the financial operating 
projections presented below are organized differently than the historical financial 
operating statements for the Virginia Beach Convention Center (“VBCC”). 

HVS obtained data on historical VBCC operations for the fiscal years 2014 through 
2017 and restated that information into line items organized into two categories: 1) 
operating revenues and 2) operating expenses. HVS uses this same categorization 
of revenue and expense for the financial projections to follow. The following figure 
presents the historical financial operations as restated by HVS. 

Historical Financial 
Operations 
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FIGURE 8-1 
VBCC HISTORICAL FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 

FY FY FY FY
2014 2015 2016 2017

Revenue
Faci l i ty Renta l $1,717 $1,668 $1,615 $2,133
Food & Beverage (net) 1,060 1,114 1,418 1,462
Event Services 1,135 1,184 1,240 1,207
Other 18 25 41 23

Total Revenue $3,931 $3,991 $4,314 $4,825

Operating Expense
Salaries  & Benefi ts $3,152 $3,238 $3,213 $3,270
Contractual  Services 1,015 1,088 1,044 1,019
Adminis trative & Genera l 387 528 514 461
Suppl ies  & Equipment 195 142 161 173
Repair & Maintenance 95 102 101 148
Uti l i ties 790 845 828 869
Capita l  Outlay 0 0 0 12

Total Operating Expense $5,633 $5,943 $5,860 $5,952

TOTAL NET INCOME (LOSS) ($1,702) ($1,952) ($1,547) ($1,126)
 

Source: VBCC 

For the purposes of this financial analysis, HVS assumes that the City of Virginia 
Beach would continue to own and operate the VBCC The VBCC revenues and 
expenses described in this section refer to all direct event and non-event revenues 
and expense line items attributed to VBCC events as detailed in Section 4.  

VBCC revenue line items include facility rental, food and beverage sales, and event 
services. HVS uses a series of revenue assumptions based on attendance measured 
by the number of individual attendees of an event. 

To formulate the revenue assumptions, HVS relied on historical operations data, 
industry information, knowledge of the performance of comparable venues, and 
information on price levels from local area sources. We adjusted the assumptions 
for inflation and other anticipated trends in price levels. 

The figure below summarizes the departmental income assumptions for the VBCC 
by type of event. We present unit revenues both before and after the opening of the 
headquarters hotel. Post-opening revenues reflect to move of certain events to the 
new Sports Center. A brief description of each revenue item follows. 

Operating Revenues 
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FIGURE 8-2 
REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS 

Amount per Unit

Facility Rental
Conventions Attendee $5.64 $5.64
Trade Shows Attendee 14.07 14.07
Consumer Shows Attendee 4.54 4.54
Sports  & Competi tions Attendee 4.12 5.27
Meetings  & Conferences Attendee 5.62 5.62
Banquets Attendee 0.80 0.80

Food & Beverage (net)
Conventions Attendee $6.74 $8.42
Trade Shows Attendee 8.58 10.73
Consumer Shows Attendee 0.63 0.63
Sports  & Competi tions Attendee 2.28 2.50
Meetings  & Conferences Attendee 4.96 6.20
Banquets Attendee 10.52 10.52

Event Services
Conventions Attendee $2.57 $2.57
Trade Shows Attendee 7.24 7.24
Consumer Shows Attendee 2.16 2.16
Sports  & Competi tions Attendee 3.77 4.19
Meetings  & Conferences Attendee 2.37 2.37
Banquets Attendee 1.74 1.74

Revenue Line Item and Demand Source
Revenue 

Estimation Unit Pre-
Opening

Post 
Opening

 

Facility Rental—Facility rental revenue includes the revenue the VBCC receives 
from clients that reserve one or more function areas in the facility. Despite having 
published rates, convention centers typically charge rental fees based on negotiated 
daily rental fees. Not all events incur a facility rental fee. A facility may reduce or 
waive the exhibit rental charges in order to book an event that has a strong 
economic impact on the local market. The above rates are based on the number of 
attendees, consistent with historic VBCC operations. 

Food and Beverage—Most events that use the VBCC’s function space will also 
arrange for food service for their attendees during their events. This food service 
includes catering which can range from coffee breaks associated with a meeting to 
a full dinner associated with a convention or banquet. Consumer shows, sporting 
events, and other events may generate concessions revenue. Most conventions and 
conferences generate demand for multiple meals during the course of these multi-
day events. Meetings and banquets generally include a single meal or refreshment 
services. HVS projects estimated net food and beverage revenues on a per attendee 
basis depending on the type of event. Net revenues reflect the VBCC’s share of food 
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and beverage income. Because a headquarter hotel would bring higher quality 
events to Virginia Beach, we have increased per capita food and beverage spending 
for some events by 25% over historical levels. 

Event Services—Event Services include the fees charged to tenants for services 
that could include business services, audio and video technical assistance, set-up 
and take down of function spaces, cleaning services, security services, electricity 
and other utilities, commissions from decorators and other services provided by 
third-party contractors at events. Many events also require audio, video, 
communications and internet services. Banquets and other upscale events can often 
require elaborate decorating services. Almost all events require cleaning services; 
cleaning of common areas may be complimentary for most events while cleaning 
services offered to individual exhibitors can represent a significant source of 
revenue. Service charges vary by type of event. Some of these services may be 
included in the rental charges for using the facility, but others will be add-on service 
charges. The HVS model estimates event services revenues based on the number of 
attendees consistent with historical VBCC operations. 

HVS estimated operating expenses as a blend of fixed costs and variable percentage 
of operating revenues as summarized in the figure below. HVS based these fixed and 
variable assumptions on multiple years of historical revenue and expense data and 
other industry standards. An explanation of these modifications and a brief 
description on each expense line item follows. 

FIGURE 8-3 
EXPENSE ASSUMPTIONS 

Amount Per Unit
Unit

Operating Expense
Salaries  & Benefi ts Fixed Amount $3,269,625 $3,269,625 100%
Contractual  Services Fixed Amount $1,018,678 $1,018,678 100%
Adminis trative & Genera l Fixed Amount $460,500 $460,500 100%
Suppl ies  & Equipment Ratio to Sa les Tota l  Revenue 3.60% 3.60% 35%
Repair & Maintenance Ratio to Sa les Tota l  Revenue 3.00% 3.00% 0%
Uti l i ties Ratio to Sa les Tota l  Revenue 18.00% 18.00% 58%
Capita l  Outlay Ratio to Sa les Tota l  Revenue 0.30% 0.30% 0%

Estimation                    
Method Pre-Opening Post Opening

Fixed               
%

Expense Line Item

 

Salaries & Benefits—Based on existing staffing level and VBCC salary & benefit 
expenses, HVS estimated the salaries and associated benefits for permanent full and 
part-time employees dedicated to administration, marketing, building operations, 
and other functions. This category does not include part time food & beverage 
staffing, which is included in vendor costs. The proposed salary and benefit levels 
reflect maintaining the current organization structure at the VBCC.  

Operating Expenses 
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Contractual Services—Contractual services include any outsourced operations 
and maintenance and repair services, landscaping, and refuse disposal as well as 
professional services in conducting venue operations such as security, legal, 
accounting, tax, consulting or other advice. Historical contractual service expense 
has remained relatively stable. We project these expenses will remain consistent 
with historical levels. 

Administrative & General—Office and administrative operations incur day-to-day 
facility expenses. Such expenses typically include travel, telephone, printing, 
permits, and insurance. We project these expenses will remain consistent with 
historical levels. 

Supplies & Equipment—This category includes items such as office supplies, 
furniture, consumables, and chemicals that are required to support and maintain 
the operations of the facility. It also includes computers and other equipment. Based 
on historical operations, we project that a portion of this expense will vary with 
operating revenues. 

Repair & Maintenance—This category includes both routine and one-time facility 
maintenance expenses that are primarily the responsibility of in-house facility 
operations personnel. Based on historical operations, we project that this expense 
will vary directly with operating revenues. 

Utilities—Utilities, including electricity, gas, water, and other charges often 
represent one of the largest expenses incurred by facility operators. Based on 
historical operations, we project that a portion of this expense will vary with 
operating revenues. 

Capital Outlay— Capital outlay reflects costs for system and furnishing repair and 
replacement. The VBCC has a small capital outlay in 2017. We project that these 
costs, varying with operating revenues, will continue in the future. 

The figure below presents the financial projections for the proposed VBCC through 
stabilized demand. We expect the Sports Center to open during the first quarter of 
2019. The projections are in inflated dollars beginning July 1, 2019, two years prior 
to the opening of the proposed headquarter hotel oOn July 1, 2021.

Operating Pro Forma 
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FIGURE 8-4 
VBCC FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS (INFLATED $000S)  

Base Year Sports Center Hotel Open Stabilized

FY FY FY FY FY FY FY
2018 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Revenue
Faci l i ty Renta l $2,178 $2,104 $2,157 $2,461 $2,626 $2,736 $2,849
Food & Beverage (net) 1,455 1,407 1,442 1,731 1,913 2,025 2,141
Event Services 1,395 1,266 1,298 1,464 1,549 1,607 1,668
Other 23 24 25 26 26 27 27

Total Revenue $5,051 $4,801 $4,921 $5,682 $6,114 $6,396 $6,685

Operating Expense
Salaries  & Benefi ts $3,343 $3,512 $3,600 $3,690 $3,783 $3,877 $3,974
Contractual  Services 1,042 1,094 1,122 1,150 1,178 1,208 1,238
Adminis trative & Genera l 471 495 507 520 533 546 560
Suppl ies  & Equipment 182 179 184 211 223 232 241
Repair & Maintenance 152 144 148 170 183 192 201
Uti l i ties 909 917 940 1,078 1,126 1,164 1,203
Capita l  Outlay 15 14 15 17 18 19 20

Total Operating Expense $6,113 $6,356 $6,515 $6,836 $7,045 $7,238 $7,436

NET OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) ($1,062) ($1,555) ($1,594) ($1,154) ($931) ($842) ($751)
 

HVS intends for financial projections to show the expected levels of revenues and 
expense. Projections show smooth growth over time. However, event demand and 
booking cycles are not always smooth. Unpredictable local and national economic 
factors can affect business. Event demand is often cyclical, based on rotation 
patterns and market conditions. Therefore, HVS recommends interpreting the 
financial projections as a mid-point of a range of possible outcomes and over a 
multi-year period rather than relying on projections for any one specific year. 

The introduction of the proposed headquarters hotel would have a positive effect 
on the operations of the VBCC, producing significant increases in facility rental and 
food and beverage revenues. With the headquarters hotel, the VBCC would continue 
to generate increasing operating subsidies. As shown in the figure below, by a 
stabilized year of demand, the VBCC would cut is operating subsidy by more than 
50% compared to a scenario with no hotel development. 

Comparison with Do-
Nothing Scenario 
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FIGURE 8-5 
COMPARISON OF VBCC FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS (INFLATED $000S)  

Do-Nothing Scenario Difference

FY 2025
Amount  % Rev Amount  % Rev

Revenue
Faci l i ty Renta l $2,328 42% $2,849 43% $521
Food & Beverage (net) 1,728 32% 2,141 32% 413
Event Services 1,401 26% 1,668 25% 267
Other 27 0% 27 0% 1

Total Revenue $5,484 100% $6,685 100% $1,201

Operating Expense
Salaries  & Benefi ts $3,887 71% $3,974 59% $87
Contractual  Services 1,211 22% 1,238 19% 27
Adminis trative & Genera l 547 10% 560 8% 12
Suppl ies  & Equipment 197 4% 241 4% 43
Repair & Maintenance 165 3% 201 3% 36
Uti l i ties 987 18% 1,203 18% 216
Capita l  Outlay 16 0% 20 0% 4

Total Operating Expense $5,484 128% $7,436 111% $1,952

NET OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) ($1,526) -28% ($751) -11% $775

Headquarter Hotel Scenario

FY 2025
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9. Economic Impact 

Based on the demand projections presented in this report, HVS identified the new 
spending that would occur in the local economy due to the development of the 
proposed headquarters hotel. HVS estimated the amounts of income and 
employment that new visitors, event organizers, and exhibitors would generate in   

Spending falls into three categories:   

• Direct spending includes the new spending of event attendees and organizers. 
For example, an attendee’s expenditure on a restaurant meal is a direct spending 
impact. Direct spending includes only new spending that originates from 
outside . Spending by attendees who live within the market area is a transfer of 
income from one sector of the area’s economy to another; therefore, this 
analysis does not count spending by local residents as a new economic impact. 

• Indirect spending follows from the business spending resulting from the initial 
direct spending. For example, an event attendee’s direct expenditure on a 
restaurant meal causes the restaurant to purchase food and other items from 
suppliers. The portion of these restaurant purchases that remain within  count 
as indirect impacts. 

• Induced spending represents the change in local consumption due to the 
personal spending by employees whose incomes change from direct and 
indirect spending. For example, a waiter at a local restaurant may have more 
personal income because of an event attendee dining at the restaurant. The 
amount of the increased income that the waiter spends in the local economy is 
an induced impact. 

To generate direct spending estimates, HVS applied assumptions about the amounts 
of new spending generated by  events. HVS used the IMPLAN input-output model of 
the local economy to estimate indirect and induced spending. The sum of direct, 
indirect, and induced spending estimates make up the total estimated spending 
impact of the proposed development of the headquarters hotel . 

Some refer to indirect and induced impacts as multiplier effects. The relationship 
between direct spending and the multiplier effects vary based upon the specific size 
and characteristics of a local area’s economy.  

Direct, Indirect, and 
Induced Spending 
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HVS identified four sources of new direct spending impact: 

• Overnight Guests: Visitors to  who require overnight lodging, including 
convention delegates, meeting attendees, and attendees at other  events. 
Overnight delegate spending includes the spending on meals, shopping, 
local transportation, recreation and entertainment, and other goods and 
services while in town. 

• Daytrip Attendees: Visitors to the  who do not require paid lodging. In most 
markets, day-trippers typically spend money on meals, shopping, local 
transportation, recreation and entertainment, and other goods and services 
while in town. 

• Event Organizers: Individuals, associations, or other organizations that 
plan, sponsor, organize, and coordinate events that take place at  facilities. 
In addition to facility spending, event organizers also spend on lodging, 
meals, local transportation, facility rentals, equipment rentals, and other 
goods and services required to plan and organize a successful event. 

• Exhibitors: Individuals or companies that rent exhibition space, typically 
from event organizers, to display information or products at events. In 
addition to spending at the facility, exhibitors purchase lodging, meals, local 
transportation, vendor services, meeting room rentals, equipment rentals, 
and other goods and services. 

Estimation of new spending of each of these sources involves three sets of 
assumptions: 1) the number of new visitors to the market, 2) the geographic 
location of their spending, and 3) the amounts typically spent by each of the sources. 

HVS estimated the percentage of each visitor type that would come from outside the 
market rather than from the local area. The spending estimates only include new 
visitor spending because non-residents import income, whereas residents transfer 
income already in the market area.  

• Overnight Guests – HVS assumes that  all overnight guests are new to the 
market . Some overnight guests may stay with friends and family or outside 
the market. 

• Day Trips – We estimate the percentage of day trip visitors based on the 
percentage of local Virginia Beach residents in the metropolitan area. 

• Exhibitor/Organizer spending on Attendees/Delegates – HVS based 
estimates on the percentage of attendees by events organized and exhibited 
by companies that would otherwise not hold or participate in an event in 
Virginia Beach . 

Sources of Direct 
Spending 

New Visitors 
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The product of the visitor forecasts and the percent of demand new to the market 
yields an estimate of the sources of impact shown in the table below. That is: 

Total Overnight Guests X Percent New = New Overnight Stays 

Total Day Trips X Percent New = New Day Trips 

Total Delegate Days X Percent New = New Delegate Days  

The figure below shows the number of new visitors to  that generate new spending. 
We include only those VBCC event types that increase due to the presence of the 
headquarters hotel. Meeting and conference visitors include those attributed to in-
house demand at the new hotel. 

FIGURE 9-1 
SUMMARY OF NET NEW SPENDING GENERATORS 

Demand Type
Overnight  

Visitor Days
Day Trips

Convention 
Delegate 

Days* 

City of Virginia Beach
Conventions 57,600 14,100 98,800
Trade Shows 600 1,000 2,900
Meetings  & Conferences 21,700 1,900 4,100

Tota l 79,900 17,000 105,800
*Used to estimate organizer and exhibitor spending.

 

Delegates, attendees, event organizers, and exhibitors spend locally on lodging, 
meals, local transportation, facility rentals, vendor services, meeting room rentals, 
equipment rentals, and other goods and services.  

The “Daily Spending Parameters” include the daily spending by individual overnight 
delegates, day-trippers, event organizers, and exhibitors.  Adjusted spending data 
from Destination International (“DI”) provides estimates of exhibitor and organizer 
spending per attendee day. Facility revenue estimates include event organizer and 
exhibitor spending on facility rental, facility services, and event food and beverage. 
The figure below states all daily spending parameters in 2018 dollars. 

Spending Parameters 
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FIGURE 9-2 
VISITOR SPENDING PARAMETERS 

Overnight Convention Attendees $240.13
Hotel  Average Dai ly Room Rate 37%
Food services  and drinking places 21%
Hotels  and motels , including cas ino hotels 15%
Reta i l  s tores  - genera l  merchandise 10%
Automotive equipment renta l  and leas ing 4%
Museums, his torica l  s i tes , zoos , and parks 4%
Trans i t and ground passenger transportation 3%
Reta i l  s tores  - gasol ine s tations 2%
Scenic and s ightseeing transportation 2%
Other personal  services 1%
State and loca l  government passenger trans i t 1%

Daytrip Convention Attendees $98.38
Food services  and drinking places 51%
Reta i l  Stores  - Genera l  Merchandise 25%
Museums, His torica l  Si tes , Zoos , and Parks 9%
Reta i l  Stores  - Gasol ine Stations 5%
Scenic and s ightseeing transportation and support ac   4%
Other personal  services 3%
State and loca l  government passenger trans i t 1%
Motion picture and video industries 1%

Exhibitor Spending Per Overnight Day $47.28
Food services  and drinking places 33%
Event Catering and Concess ions 23%
Lodging Costs 17%
Advertis ing and Related Services 6%
Other amusement and recreation industries 6%
Automotive Equipment Renta l  and leas ing 7%
Commercia l  and industria l  machinery and equipment   3%
Reta i l  Stores  - Genera l  Merchandise 3%
Trans i t and ground passenger transportation 2%
Reta i l  Stores  - Gasol ine Stations 1%

Organizer Spending per Delegate Day $4.44
Reta i l  Stores  - Genera l  Merchandise 25%
Advertis ing and Related Services 19%
Hotels  and motels , including cas ino hotels 27%
Hotel  Room Rate 27%
Automotive Equipment Renta l  and leas ing 1%
State and loca l  government passenger trans i t 1%

 
Sources:  DI, STR, CTI 
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Event organizers and exhibitors create additional spending impacts through 
spending at the  through facility rentals, the purchase of event food and beverage 
services, and other spending at the venue. Using operating revenue histories, HVS 
estimated future spending by exhibitors and event organizers at the  including: 

Facility Rental—Facility rental revenue includes the revenue the  receives from 
clients that reserve one or more function areas in the VBCC. Despite having 
published rates, facilities typically charge rental fees based on negotiated daily 
rental fees. Not all events incur a facility rental fee. A facility may waive the space 
rental charges if the event meets a certain minimum of food and beverage charges. 

Food and Beverage—Most events that use the VBCC’s convention center’s function 
space would also arrange for food service for their attendees during their events. 
This food service includes catering, which can range from coffee breaks associated 
with a meeting to a full dinner associated with a convention or banquet. Consumer 
shows, theatre performances, and arena events may generate concession revenue. 
Most conventions and conferences generate demand for multiple meals during 
these multi-day events. Meetings and banquets generally include a single meal or 
refreshment services. Events like conventions and tradeshows typically spend the 
most per attendee.  

Event Services—Event Services include the fees charged to tenants for services 
that could include business services, audio-visual rental and technical assistance, 
information technology set-up and take down of function spaces, cleaning services, 
security services, electricity and other utilities, commissions from decorators, and 
other services provided by third-party contractors at events. Banquets and other 
upscale events often require elaborate decorating services. Almost all events 
require cleaning services; cleaning of common areas may be complimentary for 
most events, while cleaning services offered to individual exhibitors can represent 
a significant source of revenue. Service charges vary by type of event. Some of these 
services may be included in the rental charges for using the facility, but others will 
be add-on service charges.  

HVS applied the previous sources of spending impacts and spending parameters to 
estimate gross direct spending for a stabilized year. See the figure below. 

Facility Revenue from 
Outside Spending 

Gross Direct Spending 
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FIGURE 9-3 
NET NEW GROSS DIRECT SPENDING 

City of Virginia Beach

Direct overnight visitor spending = 79,800 overnight vis i tors x $229.73 = $18.3 M
Direct day trip spending = 17,000 daytrip vis i tors  x $100.84 = $1.7

Exhibitor Spending = 98,800 attendees x $48.47 = $4.8
Organizer Spending = 105,900 attendees x $4.49 = $0.5

Facility Revenue = $0.9
Total Gross Direct Spending = $26.2 M  

HVS uses the IMPLAN input-output model to estimate indirect and induced 
spending and employment impacts. IMPLAN is a nationally recognized model 
developed at the University of Minnesota and commonly used to estimate economic 
impacts. An input-output model generally describes the commodities and income 
that normally flow through the various sectors of a given economy. The indirect and 
induced spending and employment effects represent the estimated changes in the 
flow of income, goods, and services caused by the estimated direct spending. The 
IMPLAN model accounts for the specific characteristics of the local area economy 
and estimates the share of indirect and induced spending that it would retain. 

HVS categorized new direct expenditures into spending categories that we provide 
inputs into the IMPLAN model. Specifically, the IMPLAN model relies on spending 
categories defined by the U.S. Census according to the NAICS. Because the spending 
data from the spending surveys used by HVS do not match the NAICS spending 
categories, HVS translates the spending categories into the NAICS spending 
categories that most closely match. 

Not all of the gross direct spending counts as an economic impact because some of 
the spending does not generate income within the market . HVS adjusts gross direct 
spending to account for income that leaks out of the local economy by estimating 
retail margins and local purchase parentages. As a result, the realized direct 
spending (“net direct spending”) is lower than the gross direct spending in the 
market area. 

Spending at retailers creates a smaller economic impact compared to spending in 
other industries. Retailers add value equal to the margin or price increase of the 
good above the original price paid to obtain the good. The IMPLAN model is product 
based, so HVS uses IMPLAN margin numbers to account for the discrepancy 
between retail purchaser prices and producer prices. 

To accurately measure spending impacts, HVS counts spending on products and 
services located in the market area. Some of the direct spending demand in the  
market area cannot be accommodated. For example, an event organizer may need 

IMPLAN Impact 
Modeling  

Annual Net Direct 
Spending 

Retail Margins 

Local Purchase 
Percentage 
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to buy novelty items for all attendees but find that the market area does not produce 
these items. This effect occurs for direct, indirect, and induced spending. HVS uses 
the IMPLAN SAM model values to track the percentage of a good purchased within 
the market area.  

The relationship between direct spending and the multiplier effects can vary based 
on the specific size and characteristics of a local area’s economy. HVS enters the 
gross direct spending estimate into the IMPLAN input output model of the local 
economy to estimate the net direct, indirect and induced spending. HVS obtained 
the most recent available data from IMPLAN for . 

The following figures present the output of the IMPLAN model–the net new direct, 
indirect, and induced economic impacts and that are attributable to the proposed  
headquarters hotel development of the . HVS also used IMPLAN to estimate the jobs 
created based on the direct, indirect, and induced spending estimates.  

The figure below shows the annual net direct, indirect and induced spending 
generated for . 

FIGURE 9-4 
ANNUAL ECONOMIC IMPACT ESTIMATES 

Impact ($ millions)
City of Virginia 

Beach

Spending Estimates

Net Direct $25.1

Indirect 8.6

Induced 7.9
Total $41.5

 

The proposed capital investment in the development of the  would likely be repaid 
over a 20-year period that coincides with the useful life of the asset. As a point of 
comparison with the capital investment, HVS calculated the present value of the net 
spending that it would generate over a 20-year period. We assumed a 5% discount 
rate that approximates weighted cost of public sector capital. The figure below 
shows the present value of spending impacts. 

FIGURE 9-5 
NET PRESENT VALUE 

$ Millions

City of Vi rginia  Beach $510
*Stated in constant 2018 dollars.

 

Indirect and Induced 
Spending  

Annual Net Spending 
Impacts 

Present Value of Net 
Spending 
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Over a 20-year period, the present value of net spending impact exceeds one-half a 
billion dollars. The amounts of impact should be compared to the potential capital 
investment in the project. 

HVS calculated the full-time equivalent jobs supported by the spending in each 
economic sector. The figure below summarizes the results.  

FIGURE 9-6 
EMPLOYMENT IMPACT IN A STABILIZED YEAR 

Full-Time Equivalent Jobs
City of Virginia 

Beach

Direct 218
Indirect 49
Induced 45

Total Permanent Jobs 312
 

By a stabilized year of operation, the project would support over 300 permanent 
full-time equivalent jobs. 

Fiscal impacts represent the public-sector share of the economic impacts from tax 
collections on new spending. The previously discussed spending estimates provide 
a basis for estimating potential tax revenue, as  will collect some of the spending 
through taxation. 

The IMPLAN analysis results in direct, indirect, and induced spending classified into 
hundreds of detailed spending categories. HVS evaluated each of these spending 
categories to determine which taxes would apply to each type of spending output. 
HVS applied effective tax rates to a detailed breakdown of spending and income 
categories that result from direct, indirect, and induced spending through operation 
of the VBCC and headquarters hotel. HVS then estimated the potential annual 
revenue from each tax source.  

For other City tax sources, such as Gross Receipt Taxes, we relied on IMPLAN 
estimates of annual collections. Fiscal impacts to the City of Virginia Beach also 
include the property taxes paid by the headquarters hotel and increases in other 
property tax collections. 

The following figure provides a summary of the fiscal impacts in 2018 dollars. 

 

Employment Impacts 

Fiscal Impacts 
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FIGURE 9-7 
SUMMARY OF FISCAL IMPACTS ON VIRGINAI BEACH 

Tax Category Tax Base
Effective Tax 

Rate
Estimated 

Tax Revenue

City Sales & Use Tax $26,247,550 1.00% $262,500

Schools Sales & Use Tax 26,247,550 1.25% $328,100

Admissions Tax 324,273 10.00% 32,400

Restaurants Food & Beverage 7,932,764 5.50% 436,300

Lodging Tax 9,671,300 8.00% 773,700

Additional Lodging Tax 9,671,342 1.29% 124,800

Gross Recepit Taxes (2) 28,600

Property Taxes (3) 611,700
Total $2,598,100

(1) Effective rate based on ADR of $155

(2) Implan estimate of Corporate Tax

(3) HQ hotel  property tax + Implan estimate of additional  property taxes
 

Sources:  IMPLAN and HVS 

Eight tax sources and savings generated by the VBCC would generate approximately 
$2.6 million in annual tax revenue to the  City of Virginia Beach in a stabilized year 
of operation. 

The following figure summarizes recurring annual economic and fiscal impacts in a 
stabilized year. 

FIGURE 9-8 
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACTS 

Summary of Impacts*
City of Virginia 

Beach

Economic Impact (mi l l ions) $41.5

Fisca l  Impact  (mi l l ions) $2.6

Jobs 312

Reduced VBCC Subs idy $750,000
*In a stabilized year.  

These economic and fiscal impact estimates are subject to the assumptions and 
limiting conditions described throughout the report. Numerous assumptions about 
future events and circumstances form the basis for these estimates. Although we 
consider these assumptions reasonable, we cannot provide assurances that the 
project will achieve the forecasted results. Actual events and circumstances are 
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likely to differ from the assumptions in this report and some of those differences 
may be material. The readers should consider these estimates as a mid-point in a 
range or potential outcomes. 
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10. Statement of Assumptions and Limiting Conditions  

1. This report is to be used in whole and not in part. 

2. All information, financial operating statements, estimates, and opinions 
obtained from parties not employed by HVS are assumed to be true and 
correct. We can assume no liability resulting from misinformation. 

3. Unless noted, we assume that there are no encroachments, zoning violations, 
or building violations encumbering the Proposed Hotel. 

4. The proposed facility is assumed to be in full compliance with all applicable 
federal, state, local, and private codes, laws, consents, licenses, and regulations 
(including a liquor license where appropriate). We assume that all licenses, 
permits, certificates, franchises, and so forth can be freely renewed or 
transferred to a purchaser. 

5. We are not required to give testimony or attendance in court by reason of this 
analysis without previous arrangements, and only when our standard per-
diem fees and travel costs are paid prior to the appearance. 

6. If the reader is making a fiduciary or individual investment decision and has 
any questions concerning the material presented in this report, it is 
recommended that the reader contact us. 

7. We take no responsibility for any events or circumstances that take place 
subsequent to the date of our report. 

8. No responsibility is assumed for matters of a legal nature, nor do we render 
any opinion as to title, which is assumed to be marketable and free of any deed 
restrictions and easements.  

9. We assume that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the sub-soil 
or structures, such as underground storage tanks, that would render the 
proposed property no more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for 
these conditions or for any engineering that may be required to discover them. 

10. We have not considered the presence of potentially hazardous materials such 
as asbestos, urea formaldehyde foam insulation, any form of toxic waste, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), pesticides, mold, or lead-based paints. The 
appraisers are not qualified to detect hazardous substances, and we urge the 
client to retain an expert in this field if desired. 

11. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective on January 26, 
1992. We have assumed that the proposed property will be designed in 
accordance with the various detailed requirements of the ADA.  
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12. We have made no survey of the subject site, and we assume no responsibility 
in connection with such matters.  

13. The estimated operating results presented in this report are based on an 
evaluation of the overall economy and neither consider nor make provision for 
the effect of any sharp rise or decline in local or national economic conditions. 
To the extent that wages and other operating expenses may advance during 
the economic life of the property, we expect that the prices of food, beverages, 
and services will be adjusted to at least offset those advances. We do not 
warrant that the estimates will be attained, but they have been prepared on 
the basis of information obtained during the course of this study. 

14. The quality of a facility's on-site management has a direct effect on a 
property's economic performance. The demand and financial forecasts 
presented in this analysis assume responsible ownership and competent 
management. Any departure from this assumption may have a significant 
impact on the projected operating results. 

15. We do not warrant our estimates. We use information obtained during our 
market research and are intended to reflect reasonable expectations. 

16. Many of the figures presented in this report were generated using 
sophisticated computer models that make calculations based on numbers 
carried out to three or more decimal places. In the interest of simplicity, most 
numbers have been rounded. Thus, these figures may be subject to small 
rounding errors. 

17. It is agreed that our liability to the client is limited to the amount of the fee 
paid as liquidated damages. Our responsibility is limited to the client and use 
of this report by third parties shall be solely at the risk of the client or third 
parties. The use of this report is also subject to the terms and conditions 
outlined in our engagement letter with the client. 

18. Although this analysis employs various mathematical calculations, the final 
estimates are subjective and may be influenced by our experience and other 
factors not specifically outlined in this report. 

19. HVS Convention, Sports & Entertainment Facilities Consulting prepared this 
report. All opinions, recommendations, and conclusions expressed during this 
assignment are rendered by the staff of this organization, as employees, rather 
than as individuals. 

20. This report is set forth as a market study of the Proposed Hotel; this is not an 
appraisal report. 
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11. Certification  

The undersigned certify that, to the best of our knowledge and belief:  

1. the statements of fact presented in this report are true and correct; 

2. the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the 
reported assumptions and limiting conditions, and are our personal, impartial, 
and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions; 

3. we have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property 
that is the subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest 
with respect to the parties involved; 

4. we have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report 
or to the parties involved with this assignment;  

5. our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or 
reporting predetermined results; 

6. our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the 
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that 
favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment 
of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related 
to the intended use of this analysis; and 

7. Catherine Sarrett and Brian Harris participated in the analysis. 

t 
 

 
 
 
Catherine Sarrett 
Senior Director  
 
 

 
 
Brian Harris 
Director  
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i. Penetration Explanation 

Let us illustrate the penetration adjustment with an example. 

A market has three existing hotels with the following operating statistics: 

BASE-YEAR OCCUPANCY AND PENETRATION LEVELS 

 

Based upon each hotel’s room count, market segmentation, and annual occupancy, 
the annual number of room nights accommodated in the market from each market 
segment can be quantified, as set forth below. 

MARKET-WIDE ROOM NIGHT DEMAND 

 

The following discussion will be based upon an analysis of the commercial market 
segment. The same methodology is applied for each market segment to derive an 
estimate of a hotel’s overall occupancy. The table below sets forth the commercial 
demand accommodated by each hotel. Each hotel’s commercial penetration factor 
is computed by: 

1) calculating the hotel’s market share % of commercial demand (commercial 
room nights accommodated by subject hotel divided by total commercial room 
nights accommodated by all hotels) and 

2) dividing the hotel’s commercial market share % by the hotel’s fair share %. 

Property
Number 

of Rooms Fair Share Commercial
Meeting and 

Group Leisure Occupancy

Hotel  A 100 23.5 % 60 % 20 % 20 % 75.0 % 100.8 %
Hotel  B 125 29.4 70 10 20 65.0 87.4
Hotel  C 200 47.1 30 60 10 80.0 107.5

Totals/Average 425 100.0 % 47 % 38 % 15 % 74.4 % 100.0 %

Penetration

Market 
Segment

Annual Room 
Night 

Demand

Commercia l 54,704 47.4 %
Meeting and Group 43,481 37.7
Leisure 17,246 14.9

Total 115,431 100.0 %

Percentage of 
Total
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The following table sets forth each hotel’s fair share, commercial market share, 
and commercial penetration factor. 

COMMERCIAL SEGMENT PENETRATION FACTORS 

 

If a new 100-room hotel enters the market, the fair share of each hotel changes 
because of the new denominator, which has increased by the 100 rooms that have 
been added to the market. 

COMMERCIAL SEGMENT FAIR SHARE 

 

The new hotel’s penetration factor is projected for its first year of operation. It is 
estimated that the hotel would capture (penetrate) only 85% of its fair share as it 
establishes itself in the market. The new hotel’s market share and room night 
capture can be calculated based upon the hotel’s estimated penetration factor. 
When the market share of the existing hotels and that of the new hotel are added 
up, they no longer equal 100% because of the new hotel’s entry into the market. 
The market share of each hotel must be adjusted to reflect the change in the 
denominator that comprises the sum of each hotel’s market share. 

This adjustment can be mathematically calculated by dividing each hotel’s market 
share percentages by the new denominator of 97.1%. The resulting calculations 
reflect each hotel’s new adjusted market share. The sum of the adjusted market 
shares equals 100%, indicating that the adjustment has been successfully 
completed. Once the market shares have been calculated, the penetration factors 
can be recalculated (adjusted market share divided by fair share) to derive the 
adjusted penetration factors based upon the new hotel’s entry into the market. 
Note that each existing hotel’s penetration factor increases because the new hotel 
is capturing (penetrating) less than its fair share of demand. 

Property
Number 

of Rooms Fair Share
Commercial 

Capture

Hotel  A 100 23.5 % 16,425 30.0 % 127.6 %
Hotel  B 125 29.4 20,759 37.9 129.0
Hotel  C 200 47.1 17,520 32.0 68.1

Totals/Average 425 100.0 % 54,704 100.0 % 100.0 %

Commercial 
Penetration

Commercial 
Market Share

Property
Number of 

Rooms

Hotel  A 100 19.0 %
Hotel  B 125 23.8
Hotel  C 200 38.1
New Hotel 100 19.0

Total 525 100.0 %

Fair Share
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COMMERCIAL SEGMENT PROJECTIONS (YEAR 1) 

 

In its second year of operation, the new hotel is projected to penetrate above its 
fair share of demand. A penetration rate of 130% has been chosen, as the new 
hotel is expected to perform at a level commensurate with Hotel A and Hotel B in 
this market segment. The same calculations are performed to adjust market share 
and penetration factors. Note that now the penetration factors of the existing 
hotels decline below their original penetration rates because of the new hotel’s 
above-market penetration. Also, note that after the market share adjustment, the 
new hotel retains a penetration rate commensurate with Hotel A and Hotel B, 
though the penetration rates of all three hotels have declined by approximately 
nine percentage points because of the reapportionment of demand.  

Once the market shares of each hotel have been adjusted to reflect the entry of the 
new hotel into the market, the commercial room nights captured by each hotel 
may be projected by multiplying the hotel’s market share percentage by the total 
commercial room-night demand. This calculation is shown below. 

COMMERCIAL SEGMENT PROJECTIONS (YEAR 2) 

 

 

Property
Number 

of Rooms Fair Share

Hist./Proj. 
Penetration 

Factor

Hist./Proj. 
Market 

Share

Adjusted 
Market 

Share

Adjusted 
Penetration 

Factor
Projected 

Capture

Hotel  A 100 19.0 % 127.6 % 24.3 % 25.0 % 131.4 % 13,688
Hotel  B 125 23.8 129.0 30.7 31.6 132.8 17,299
Hotel  C 200 38.1 68.1 25.9 26.7 70.1 14,600
New Hotel 100 19.0 85.0 16.2 16.7 87.5 9,117

Totals/Average 525 100.0 % 97.1 % 100.0 % 54,704

Property
Number 

of Rooms Fair Share

Hist./Proj. 
Penetration 

Factor

Hist./Proj. 
Market 

Share

Adjusted 
Market 

Share

Adjusted 
Penetration 

Factor
Projected 

Capture

Hotel  A 100 19.0 % 131.4 % 25.0 % 23.1 % 121.5 % 12,662
Hotel  B 125 23.8 132.8 31.6 29.3 122.9 16,004
Hotel  C 200 38.1 70.1 26.7 24.7 64.8 13,507
New Hotel 100 19.0 130.0 24.8 22.9 120.3 12,531

Totals/Average 525 100.0 % 108.1 % 100.0 % 54,704
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